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The News'
Briefs
Tanker truck accident closes stretch
of 1-70
GRANVILLE, Ohio - A
tanker truck overturned In
the median of a highway today, spilling a flammable
chemical, the State Highway Patrol said.
Hazardous materials
crews were called to clean
up the chemical acetone on
Interstate 70 between state
Routes 37 and 158 In Licking County, said dispatcher
Tonya Birchf ield of the patrol's Granville post.
No evacuations had been
ordered. The accident scene
is 22 miles east of Columbus.
Four miles of the interstate were closed in both
directions, Birchf ield said.
The truck driver, who
was not identified, was taken to Mount Carmel Hospital in Columbus.

Bryan woman's
death determined
BRYAN, Ohio - Police
now know what caused the
death of a woman who was
found dead in her home last
month.
Williams County Coroner
John Moats on Monday
listed probable asphyxiation as Brenda Kafai's
cause of death. He ruled her
death a homicide.
Moats also said Mrs. Kafai, 35, of Bryan, had alcohol in her system.
Her husband, Rocky Kaf ai, 30, has been charged
with aggravated murder for
his wife's death. He was being held in the Corrections
Center of Northwest Ohio in
lieu of $250,000 bond.
H is trial is scheduled to
begin Dec. 16.
Kafai claims that two men
broke into his Bryan home
on Sept. 30 and kidnapped
him. He said he managed to
escape in Toledo.
He contends those men
are responsible for his
wife's death.
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Falcon volleyball spikes Zips in
four MAC sets.
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BGSU officials
given immunity
Jay Young
The BG News
A judge has ruled three University officials named in a lawsuit filed by a former employee
will not be held personally liable
in a future trial.
Judge Fred Shoemaker granted immunity to former President
Paul Olscamp, Affirmative Action Director Marshall Rose and
University Attorney Nancy
Footer. He said the three did not
act with malicious purpose or in
bad faith toward Bemadette Noe
when she made allegations of
sexual harassment against former University Vice President Phil
Mason.
In his decision. Shoemaker said
the trio "each acted within the
scope of their respective employment with BGSU at all times
and during all interactions regarding plaintiff that are at issue
in this case."
As a result, Noe's lawsuit will
proceed against the University,
Instead of the three individuals.

It will be heard by the Ohio Court
of Claims, which has jurisdiction
over state entities.
Jim Dyer, University-hired attorney, said he was happy with
the quick decision after the sixday hearing ended Oct. 18.
"We're very pleased to receive
a prompt decision from Judge
Shoemaker, which completely
exonerates Dr. Olscamp, Nancy
Footer and Marshall Rose from
any personal wrongdoing," Dyer
said.
Rita Eppler, Noe's attorney,
said the decision did not surprise
her, because It U difficult to hold
a state official personally liable.
'This simply follows suit as far
as I'm concerned," Eppler said.
"It simply means the case will go
forward in the Ohio Court of
Claims Instead of the Common
Pleas Court."
Dyer said he plans to file a motion with the court seeking to
throw out the claims against the
University, based on the evi-

Hail the Champs
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New York Yankee fans take to the trees In an effort to get a good view of the festivities In City Hall
Park In New York, Tuesday. A pinstriped party kicked off the morning for the World Champion
New York Yankees, with a flood of fans to celebrate the teams first title In 18 years. See story page
11.

See HEARING, page Ihree.

Philosopher: only one religion possible
Homer's lecture focuses on relativityy tolerance, absolute truth
Darla Wamock
The BC News
The second of three campuswide lectures about religion took
place Tuesday night, attempting
to prove that only one true religion can be possible.
Michael Homer, a Christian
philosopher, lectured the small
crowd about the dangers in assuming all religions are basically
the same.
"None of them are wrong, they
just have different perspectives
on the same thing," Homer said.
"They are telling us what they
think is really true."

Homer used the analogy that
all religions are not the same because people assume the same
thing in their beliefs. He told the
crowd to find the difference between what one says is true as
compared to what is objectively
true.
"If it is really true, it is true for
everyone," Homer said. "So
either God exists or God doesn't
exist. It's either true or it's not."
The majority of Homer's hourlong lecture focused on relativity, tolerance and the absolute
truth involved in religion. He explained the reason people do not
follow Christianity is because

they think it is claimed to be the
absolute truth.
"Many people reject Christianity only because it claims to be
exclusively true," Homer said
"That's absurd. People should not
make exclusive claims to truth."
Jill Olthouse, a freshman English education major, challenged
Homer's belief about the practical aspect of religion. She said
his views would lead one to think
that only the most intelligent
could follow Christianity.
"I think there was a little problem with the practical aspect,"
Olthouse said. "It seems you
would have to be very intellec-

tual in order to be saved."
Homer said tolerance of religion has become incoherent because of relativity. He claimed
religion has become intolerant
because of assumptions made by
the common person.
"If you assume the very thing
you are trying to prove, you argue in a circle," Homer said.
"Truth must be relative."
Stacey Moran, a freshman special education major, said she
agreed with most of the Ideas offered by Homer. She said relativism was the main point which
was brought out, making her
think more about the focus of

Christianity.
"I think there was a different
level of thinking than most people are used to," Moran said. "I
just tried to listen and absorb
what I could get out of it."
She said she believed Homer
did a good job in showing all aspects of religion, with evidence
to back up each of his claims.
"Regardless of his own bias of
Christianity being the only way, I
thought it was good," Moran said
The last of the lectures will
conclude today with "Safe Sex
and the Search for Intimicy" at 9
p.m. in the McDonald West
cafeteria.

Students use trick pencils
to cheat on entrance exams

Two Toledo hospitals may combine
pediatrics programs
TOLEDO - Two hospitals
have agreed to work
together to help children
and educate pediatricians.
The agreement between
the Medical College of Ohio
and St. Vincent Medical
Center could be the first
step toward a combined pediatrics program.
The boards of the two
hospitals have approved an
agreement that calls for a
joint regional pediatrlc
center. That means more
MCO pediatrlc residents
will train at St. Vincent and
more of MCO's pediatrlc
specialists will practice
there.
Officials said the collaboration eventually could lead
to a single pediatrlc program consolidated at one of
the two hospitals.
Each institution will continue to operate Independent programs, and patients
will see no immediate
change in the services offered, said Frank McCullough, acting MCO president.
The agreement is the
latest in a series of collaborations between the two institutions. The collaborations are driven by pressure
to cut costs and pressure on
medical schools to emphasize primary care.

Sports

Richard Pyle
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Scores of people
who were told to sharpen their
No. 2 pencils before taking their
graduate school entrance exams
already had an edge, investigators say: Their pencils
were inscribed with the answers
in code.
A tipster put investigators onto
the cheating scheme, which used
the trick pencils and also exploited the three-hour time difference between the East and
West coasts. Assistant U.S. Attorney Mark Godsey said Tuesday. The test-takers were

charged up to $6,000
The alleged mastermind
George Kobayashi, 45, of Arcadia, Calif. - was jailed without
bail in Los Angeles and is expected to be brought to New York for
trial.
He faces two charges of fraud,
each carrying up to five years in
prison and a $250,000 fine, or
twice the total monetary gain,
whichever is greater.
Kobayashi allegedly paid experts to take the tests under assumed names in New York and
then phone the correct answers
to Los Angeles, where he inscribed them in code on pencils.
The pencils were then issued to

students who had been flown to
Los Angeles to take the tests,
Godsey said.
Investigators said the scheme
depended on the time difference
between the East and West coasts
and the fact that the standardized
tests - the Graduate Management Admissions, Graduate Record Exam, and Test of English
as a Foreign Language - are administered nationally on the
same day.
Investigators would not say
whether they planned to prosecute any of the hundreds of students believed to have used KoSee TEST, page three.

Golfer wins lawsuit
Robert 'Tirie
The Associated Press

An unidentified person holds a new tiny IBM disk drive that was
Introduced on Tuesday, Is shown at IBM offices In San Jose, Calif. The first disk drive, shown In the background, was made by
IBM 40 years ago. The new model hold 320 times as much data as
the 40 year old drive.

WAUSAU. Wla. - A golfer had
13 drinks before he tripped on his
golf spikes and fell face first onto
a brick path outside a clubhouse,
breaking his jaw and shattering
his teeth But an appeals court
Tuesday said the course was
mostly at fault, for leaving gaps
In the bricks.
Dale L Larson - who needed
nine root canals, 23 crowns and

I

had his jaw wired shut for
months - was awarded $41,540 in
damages even though his own
lawyer said It was rare for a
drunk person to win a negligence
case.
The appeals court upheld a
trial judge's ruling that Indianhead Golf and Recreation Inc. of
Moslnee was 51 percent negligent because of its terra-lock
brick ramp that led from the
clubhouse bar.
Circuit Judge Vincent Howard

said gaps in the bricks could have
caused even a sober person to
fall. The appeals court agreed the
gaps were an initiating factor,
especially since the ramp was
built in 1976 to save $1,440 over a
recommended 4-inch thick concrete slab.
Larson, wearing his golf
spikes, fell on the ramp as he left
the bar the night of May 16,1990.
He argued the gaps were unsafe
because a cleat caught In one,
causing him to lose his balance.

>
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Homage to the undead among us
There Is a unique story to be told about Dr. Tony Yap. He Is
a pediatrician who has made children a priority for 30 years,
and yet he strives to do more. Dr. Yap was moved to run for the
Ohio House of Representatives because he realizes children must
be provided with not only good medical attention but also a
healthy educational system.
To Dr. Yap and his family, health care and educational reform are necessities for not only ourselves but also our children. He knows that the best way to create economic growth
and move our society forward is to make educational reform a
priority In Ohio. His key focus Is demonstrated by a postcard he
sent to registered voters in cities surrounding Bowling Green.
The postcard features two photographs, one of an elementary
school in Northwest Ohio and the otner of the chambers where
the Ohio House of Representatives meet in Columbus. Needless
to say. It was an example of opposltes, contrasting cracked sidewalks with chandeliers.
If you value your health and your education, in particular
your financial aid, then your choice for Ohio House of Representatives is an easy one to make. Vote for Dr. Tony Yap on
November 5.
Phllana M. Boles
Junior
Creative Writing
If you vote In the Bowling Green School District, one Item
you will be asked to vote on Is the school levy. We hope you will
vote "yes" on November 5. The Bowling Green School District
has had its financial management problems In the past, but
over the last two years significant steps have been taken to address these problems. We are concerned with the future of our
school system and hope that you will consider the following before you vote. Please vote: one vote can make a difference, especially In a school levy. A "yes" vote will:
•Allow the school district to provide students with needed
books and equiment and to provide faculty with reasonable salaries (working at a university, we can relate to the problems associated with a freeze of reduction In state subsidies while Inflation continues);
•Relieve much of the stress which has been on our teachers who have had to do more with less (working in higher education, we can relate and we know that this does diminish the
quality of the education); and
•Allow our children, grandchildren and neighbor's children
to continue to receive the quality education that the Bowling
Green Schools have provided for years (BGSU draws over 80
percent of its enrollment from the public high schools).
If you have questions or concerns, members of the school
board are willing to talk to vou.
Ellen Dalton
Jack Hartman
Bob McComber
Tom Mlbrodt
Paul Wlndisch
When you enter the voting booth, we ask that you consider
the future, not the past. Thank you.
George Bullerjahn
Jill CanSteve Cernkovlch
Vince Corrigan
Allan Emery
Deb Freyman
Tim King '
Susan Krueger
Roger Thibault
Doug UUman
Michael Walsh

"God kills indiscriminately
and so shall we."
-Lestat de Lloncourt
For all extensive purposes,
the above quote has very little
to do with my column. Then
again, for those precious preternatural few out there who
are privileged enough to know
who Lestat is. perhaps you
shall understand why i chose
that particular Immortal's
quote. And why not! For this is
my cherished month of October, annual home for Halloween, a time for make believe and
above all. chocolate. But perhaps many of you do not know
the origins of this slowly deteriorating mysterious holiday. If
that be the case. It gives me
complete pleasure to unfold the
fabric of Halloween's shroud.
Much like all religiously
grounded holidays such as
Christmas and Easter, the festival of Halloween originated as
a counter attack toward a pagan celebration, even though its
name is derived from the Christian festival of All Saint's Eve
or All Hallows' Eve.
It was introduced in the
seventh century to commemorate all those saints and martyrs who had no special day to
themselves and was held on
May 13. But In the eighth century All Hallows' Day was
moved to November 1. to counteract the pagan celebrations
concurrently held on that date.
October 31. the eve of November 1. was the last night of
the year in the ancient Celtic

lason
Wolfe
calendar and was exuberantly
celebrated as the passing end
of summer and its fruitfulness.
Additionally. It was a festival
that the Celts of northern Europe marked with bonfires to
help the glorious sun through
the dead winter.
By means of Juxtaposing,
winter also called to mind the
chill and blackness of the lifeless grave, and so It was a time
when ghosts would walk and
supernatural spirits, warlocks,
witches and all the Children of
the Night would hold their unholy revels.
Only since the late 18th
and early 19th centuries has
Halloween developed into a festive time for children, with costumes, lanterns, games and
above all, candy. Before then it
was regarded as a night of fear,
and wise individuals, respectful of hobgoblins and wandering demons, stayed Indoors.
In the 17th and 18th centuries, however. It was customary for "gulsers'-people In weird
masks and costumes-to go
from house to house, singing
and dancing to keep evil at bay,
or to go about as representations of the ghosts and goblins
of the night hoping to thwart

off supernatural evil.
The custom of trick or
treating has survived today In
many parts of the world, as
children's masquerade. In the
United States costumed children go from door to door In the
sacred ritual known as trick or
treat, presumably like many of
you once took part in. They
carry a sack and threaten to
play a trick on householders If
they are not given a "treat" In
the form of candy. Unfortunately, trick or treating must
now be accompanied with a element of caution.
The Halloween lantern,
made from a hollowed-out
pumpkin or turnip with a
candle inside it. is a relic from
the days when food offerings
were made to the dead, or
should I say. the Undead.
Which brings us to my festive topic, namely, my beloved
vampires. What justice could I
do In but a few meager lines to
these dark angles gone astray?
The mystic origins of the
vampire lore reach far back Into
mortal history. Rich, beautiful
stories originate from such
mysterious cultures like Bavarian, Morovain. Chinese, the infamous Carpathian Mountains
(I.e.. Transfyvanla). Bulgaria,
Russia, Europe herself and
lastly my beloved Egypt, all of
which contain their respective
versions of vurculac. wampyr,
vorloc. ... vampire.
But what few remaining
words can I offer up like Incense to you. my devoted and

precious mortal reader regarding my inhuman brethren?
We are preternatural, malignant creatures transformed
from a deceased mortal and
sustaining life Itself on the
blood of the living. Wondering
through the mystic realms of
Immortality, pondering the fascination of Life, the endless
search for meaning, we exist.
But our existence Is one of miserable entrapment. For we are
utterly enslaved to our unholy
ravenous and Insatiable Hunter. an ethereal term used to
escribe our hopeless addiction
In the taking of living blood.
This Hunger Is as much spiritual as It is physical. To be a
vampire is to be trapped by the
Hunger. The Beast may only be
kept subdued by the greatest
effort of will; to deny the Hunger enrages the Beast, until
nothing may keep It In check.
Thus we must commit monstrous acts to stop ourselves
from becoming monsters-that
is the Riddle. Monsters we are
lest monsters we become. That
is the paradox of our life. It is
the curse of my own. Perhaps
this Is true for you also, my
mortal confidant. Sad though,
the irony that we must klUln
order to live, to destroy the life
we hold so precious, so fragile.
If the wishes of a creature
such as I can be accepted,
please take this: May your Halloween be filled with the divine
mixture of laughter and fright.
Each to their own; you to your
candy and me to your blood.
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Chaotic times lead to di

In the second half of the
20th century, the United States
has seen several sociological
trends. Increases In Illegal drug
use have loosely corresponded
with the rising popularity of
fundamentalist religion.
Although drug use has
tailed off since 1979. new statistics Indicate that use of illicit
drugs in once again on the rise.
More importantly, the ripples of
these recent surveys illustrate
how drug use. as a social issue, has been etched upon the
nation's consciousness. We are
In a golden age for drug consumption.
Clearly, the most conspicuous religious trend In the
latter half of the 20th century
has been the Increasing numbers of people converting to
fundamentalist (usually Christian) religions.
The two patterns are not
unrelated, and they accompany
a slew of social tendencies that
are highly indicative the
present state of our nation.
To use a sociological term,
the United States appears to be
In the midst of a period of
anomle—social Instability
caused by erosion of standards
and values. There are many
causes of this condition, and
even more effects.
Two such causes arose
out of the events of World War
II. The atomic bomb put evil,
God-like power—the destruction of all of humankind—Into
human hands. The Holocaust
showed that humans were In-

—r
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■S8WCTW ists run to the ideological rock

Mike
Wendling

deed capable of such evil.
To be sure, these events
initially had a more profound
effect on Europe than on the
United States. France saw the
development of the grim philosophy of existentialism, while
the Soviet Union lowered the
Iron Curtain around Eastern
Europe.
The United States, however, was preoccupied with
maintaining its dominance on
the world stage. The tight
American ship held fast
through the 1950s.
In the 1960s, however, the
ship began to sink. The Vietnam War, among other things,
whisked away the Illusion of
American Invulnerability. The
decade may have been a high
point in idealism and activism,
but the events of the 60s
showed the divisions Inherent
In our culture and the strife
created when traditional Protestant values were stripped
away.
Drug use and fundamentalist religion may seem eons
apart, but they are In reality
quite related. Both activities are
a form of escape from the
country's Protestant roots—
drug users shun conventional
morality, while fundamental-

of Biblical certainties and distinct divisions between the chosen and the damned. No matter what one's opinion of drug
use or fundamentalist religion
may be. their similarities cannot be ignored.
In addition to these
trends, a wide array of phenomena, from the relatively innocuous popularity of rock music to
the much more serious rise In
per capita murder rate can. in
part, be explained by the social
state of anomaly. For further
proof, one must look only to the
creation and alienation of fringe
elements In contemporary polltics. Faith in our political leaders has plummeted In the last
30 years.
Of course, a certain
amount of cynicism Is healthy,
but an excess can lead to militia confrontations and the
bombing of federal buildings.
There Is only one explanation
for these organized, revolutionary acts of violence—the breakdown of order in America.
For sure, such chaos need
not completely destroy our nation. The escape from objective
morality does not directly Imply an entirely subjective universe.
A good example of the unnecessary dichotomy between
objective and subjective morality can be found In the frequent
misrepresentation of existentialism. If one who knows anything at all about philosophy
sets out to define existentialist

escapes

thought, they will Invariably
start with "Life is meaningless."
The odds are even on whether
the person will express another,
equally important tenet of this
philosophy—"We are defined by
our actions." Implicit in this
definition is a moral sense that
has nothing to do with an objective God. but can hardly be
labeled subjectivism.
It Is precisely because of
this gray area In contemporary
morality that the struggle between believers in objective and
subjective morality (in overly
simplified terms, the fundamentalists and the drug users)
Is moot. We do not have to
choose between repressive objective morals and chaotic Individual choice.
To move beyond this state
of anomaly, however, the use of
human Intellect becomes Increasingly Important. We have
been pushed from the certainty
of Protestant moral tradition
into a more free, yet more confused world. It is up to us. as
individuals and as a whole, to
build a new social structure,
one that balances freedom and
order, and has people. Instead
of a deity, at Its core.
To create such a structure, we need to rely less on
drugs and faith, and more on
the potential within our own
minds.
Mike Wendling is the
Wednesday columnist for The
News. Questions and comments
can be sent to mikewen@bgnet.
bgsu.edu, or 210 West Halt.
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Need Cookies

POLICE
BLOTTER

■ Sunday, In the 500 block of
Pike, people were yelling and
pounding on their apartment
walls. When police arrived they
found a "large bong sitting on the
table Inside." A later search produced other paraphenalla and a
small amount of marijuana.
■ A man said that his fraternity had rented out part of a
house to a sorority for a party
and when he got back to the
house a door was kicked In and
his stereo and 70 cd's were stolen.
■ At a loud party on Clough
Street several people were seen
throwing a metal chair around.
The furniture flingers were not
around when police arrived at
the scene.
■ A man was seen passed out In
front of the Corner Grill. He was
later found behind a building and
an ambulance was called to
check him out. The report was
that he "was just very drunk."
■ A man on rollerblades was
seen hanging on to the back of a
Camaro at the Mall. While a
woman called the police the man
reportedly made an obscene gesture toward her.
■ A police officer had detained
a subject in his car for questioning after a routine traffic stop.
When the officer searched his
car later in the night, he found a
small pipe commonly used to
smoke marijuana. No one had sat
in the car prior or since the sub-

ject had. A citation was prepared
and was Issued.
■ In the 1200 block of Clough
Street, a man and is girlfriend
were in their front room when
they saw someone looking In the
front window. The woman got up
to see who it was. The man outside the window began to clap
when he saw her.
■ Saturday at Howard's a
woman's hair was grabbed by
another woman because she
thought the woman was looking
at her boyfriend.
■ On Summit Street, a pumpkin was thrown through a
window. The owner of the house
came home to find his bedroom
window all over his floor.
■ A man lost his wallet at the
mall and security found it. They
turned it in to the police, who
called the man to reclaim it.
While they were waiting for him
they found a sack of marijuana in
it. The man claimed it was not his
and that his wallet was missing
$11.
■ Friday a semi truck struck a
Walk/Don't Walk sign on North
Main and Wooster and left the
scene. It was tracked down later
near the onramp to the expressway.
■ Thursday an ambulance was
called to the high school to check
out a girl who said she had been
doing cocaine for the past three
days.

Missouri basketball head coach Norm Stewart gets a giant cookie from the Cookie Monster during his weekly news conference

Professor emeritus remembered
DarlaWamock
The BC News

A memorial service was held
Tuesday at Prout Chapel to celebrate the life of Harold "Hal"
Brubaker, the professor emeritus who died recently as a result
of a car accident.
The hour-long sevice focused
on the positive effect Brubaker
had on the lives of University
faculty and students, family and
soap everywhere.
friends. Leigh Chiarelott, chair"[The custodial supervisor] man of Educational Curriculum
has come in and has had feces and Instruction, organized the
and urine in places other than the service.
commodes they belong in. She
will come in and have graffiti all
over the men's restroom."
Carol Holland, custodial Continued from page One.
superviser at the Union, said the
vandalism in the north end men's dence provided in the hearing.
restroom Tuesday morning was He said the amount of gossip
just like what she walks into presented is ton indication that
Noe has no legal claim.
every morning.
"The court clearly found that
"This morning, there were
paper towel rolls, full ones, in the she simply did not have the proof
men's toilet," she said. "There to back up the outrageous accuwas urine against the wall. I walk sation she has made against these
folks," Dyer said. "They're dediinto that every morning."
Treeger said another reason cated public servants who have
the north end bathroom is messy really made a significant contribution to the University and none
See RESTROOM, page Four. of them deserve to have their

Students trash
Union restroom
Dawn Keller
The BC News
While the north end bathroom
on the first floor of the Union is
sometimes messy, according to
Union officials, it is because students do not clean up after themselves.
Jim Treeger, associate director of the University Union, said
students are causing the problem
when they come back from the
bars.
"Coming back from the bars,
they will trash the restrooms,"
Treeger said. "They will throw
toilet paper rolls, full rolls, down
the toilet and flush it. They will
knock off the soap dispensers, as
if they were just a token, which
destroys the dispensers and has

Street Scene
MIIMC

s

cene

November 8 & 9 at 8 p.m.
Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center
BGSU
Tickets $7. $94 SI I
Students: S3 at the door with BGSU ID
Box office open weekdays noon to 6 p.m
For information call 14191372 BI7I
or 18001589 2224
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names drug through the mud."
The court has indicated the
trial will start in August 1997.
Still pending is a lawsuit Noe
has filed in Wood County Common Pleas Court to determine if a
document related to the cas« that
was ordered destroyed by Olscamp was a public record. A
hearing was held Oct. 11 and
Judge Charles Kurfess is yet to
decide if Ohio Open Records laws
were broken.

Fall 8-ball Tournament
November 1 & 2
Campus Bowling and Billiards
Drawing begins Fri. Nov. 1 @ 3:30 p.m.
Play resumes Sat. Nov. 2 @ 11 a.m.
$5
•Bursarable*
Sign up Oct. 24-31
In the UAO office. 330 Union
Questions? Call the UAO info line® 2-7164

4th Graders at Crim Elementary encourage
BGSU students to not drink alcohol.
AM.

SQjtaUtt

it ib. laldk* it gMj»JhwMP».«><t

fri. Nov. 1 vs. Central Michigan, 7:00
Sat. Nov. 2 vs. €astern Michigan,4:00

Admission is Fft€€ ui/ID

favorite songs were played in his
memory.
Mildred Brubaker, Hal's
mother, established a memorial
scholarship fund at the University. The fund Is set up to benefit
students in secondary education,
which was Brubaker's specialty.
Contributions can be sent to the
Dean's office, 444 Education
Building, in the care of Marilyn
Braatz. Checks can be made
payable to the University Foundation.
The ceremony concluded with
a moment of silence and the playing of one of Hal's favorite songs.

Continued from page One.

bayashi's scheme over the past
three years.
Stanford von Mayrhauser,
general counsel for Education
Testing Services Inc., which administers the exams, said the
company was heartened by the
prosecution. He refused to discuss preventive measures taken
byETS.
"We do a lot of things, as part
of an overall test security operation that I am not at liberty to

discuss, and we have been aware
of the time zone problem," he
said.
Millions of applicants take the
tests each year. "You're going to
have some who will try to penetrate that security," von Mayrhauser said.
As part of the investigation, a
postal investigator posed as a
student taking the GMAT on Oct.
19.

Howard's Club|-|
210 N Main

352 - 9951

"M.S. Benefit Concert"
Tonight, October 30

UICCKCND!
Come and See Seniors
Shai/ne Crumley and Lori Hilton
play their final matches
in Anderson Arena.

college and BGSU."
Ron Partin, Sylvia Huntley,
Tim Bonarik and Billie Derivan
each shared personal stories and
experiences about Brubaker with
those in attendance. Their stories
drew both laughter and tears
from friends and colleagues of
Brubaker.
"Things Hal did mattered to
me and I think they did to a lot of
people," said Bonarik, a former
student. "He was my teacher, my
mentor, my adviser and my
friend."
A moment of silence was offered and two of Brubaker's

TEST

by Mirt ttnll

Libretto by Langslon Hughes
From a play by Elmer Rice

Street

"It's difficult to know where to
start, Hal contributed so much,"
Chiarelott said. "I remember the
twinkle in his eye. He taught us
all."
Brubaker retired in 1994, after
more than 20 years of service. He
was still active as a part-time supervisor of student teachers.
The service was open to allow
those who knew Brubaker a
chance to speak and share their
remembrances of him. "I tun so
glad to have known him," said
Robert Oana, former chedr of
EDO. "He was so very, vei-y important to the department, the

HEARING

College of Musical Arts
Opera Theaterpresents

!..('.. PittenoivThc Allocated Preii
Tuesday in Columbia, Mo. The cookie honored Stewart starting
his 30th season with the university.

•Inmmtt,,
IWAMIt
More letters will be displayed on the
First Floor of the Union (next to the Little Shop).
Please go and see what they have to say!
)

EVOLOTTO
BIG - HEADED IVAN, -.« H/MOVIS. Slrigr
JOHNNY PYRAMID and ibe kitu. (P-wna*.

UOUOR BOX «r,d FIVE FATHOMS DOWN
Bar B Q AT 5:00pm
Auction and 50/50 Drawings All Night
$5 at door-includes cover, band & food.
All proceeds benefit M.S. of NW Ohio
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District scraps
new school plan
The Associated Press

Ruth FrcmaoivTlM Aiisclated Praia

Dole/Kemp supporters make their presence known among Clinton supporters at a campaign rally for President Clinton Tuesday
at Ohio State University in Columbus. After repeatedly Inter-

rupting the President, police officers told them they would have
to be quiet or leave. They quietly remained.

Clinton wants higher standards
John Seewer
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - The nation
could improve education by
expecting more from students
and teachers and making it easier for schools to fix up buildings. President Clinton said today.
His 25-minute campaign
speech at Ohio State University was interrupted briefly
when a group of about 10 people holding Dole-Kemp signs
began shouting.
"I betcha they wont be doing
that a week from today," Clinton said, referring to the election Nov. 5. The rest of the
4,000 to 5,000 people attending
the rally cheered.

TOBYS PARTY
OASIS
(State Liquor Agency)

"Meeting all your
party needs"

Most polls show Clinton
leads by 8 to 13 percentage
points in Ohio over Republican
presidential candidate Bob
Dole.
The group, which chanted,
•Tell the truth! Tell the truth!"
and "Dole-Kemp! Dole-Kemp!"
quieted down after security
guards stood around them and
stayed there for the rest of
Clinton's speech.
Clinton told the crowd that
states must set higher standards for students, teachers
and schools.
"We have to have higher expectations," he said.
He said his balanced budget
proposal included enough
money to start 3,000 charter
schools. And he said the

government should lower in- wondered the same thing.
Tate, a Democrat, said she
terest rates for schools that
want to borrow money to fix liked Clinton's ideas for wiring
all schools into computer
their buildings.
Charter schools are public systems and giving a tax deschools but are more inde- duction for money spent on colpendent than the traditional lege. But she wanted details.
"How are you going to do
tax-supported schools and
often are designed by teachers that?" she asked. "Where's the
money going to come from?"
and jwirenls.
Buerck said the protesters at
Brett Buerck, a spokesman
for the Ohio Republican Party, the rally were not supported by
questioned how Clinton could the state party or the Dole
pay for some of the school im- campaign.
Clinton's appearance was his
provements when many school
districts have problems with eighth campaign stop of the
year in Ohio and capped a
even, heating their buildings.
"The question is, who's going 10-day period that has seen
to pay for this stuff?" Buerck nine campaign appearances by
the presidential and vice
said
Tcmi Tate, a 21-year-old from presidential candidates and
Kenyon College in Gambier, their wives.

Fine Wine
Pop/Ice
Party Supplies
Instant & Super Lotto

INSURANCE AGENCY
347 N. Main St.. Bowling Green

Phom 352 2641 or
1-800-589-2641

Continued from page Three.

is because the Union is the mostused building.
"We are the busiest building on
campus. There's no if, ands or
buts about it. We are the busiest,"
Treeger said. "We're open until 4
am. Sunday through Thursday."
Holland comes In at 4 a.m. to
get the building ready for the day
and leaves at noon.
"We have no coverage other
than our building managers who
go in and empty trash until she
returns again," Treeger said.
"Would we love to have a custodial person on 24 hours a day?
Absolutely, but we don't have the
budget for it."
Holland said she tries to keep
the restrooms sanitary for
everyone who uses them.
"There's a lot of people who
come in and expect a clean bathroom, and they should have a
clean bathroom," Holland said.

"It's not everybody who messes
it up. It's a few that don't care
and go in and make it bad for
everyone. The one who urinates,
at night, I don't know when that's
happening, but someone has to
use that bathroom until we come
In."
Treeger said there was an odor
problem in the bathroom, but it
was taken care of.
"We did have a problem with
odor. The bathroom is close to a
pipe chase, which is close to the
kitchen," Treeger said. "Over a
course of the years, food has gotten into a place it did not belong,
and after a period of time, it ferments.''
Treeger said he would appreciate it if students would take
care of the rest room.
"They are young adults and
should behave like that," Treeger
said. "All that we can ask is that
people be concerned about their
surroundings."

A Pediatrician - Not a Politician
In Practice for over 30 years
Treated over 10,000 Wood County Children
Affiliated: St. Luke's, Mercy and Toledo Hospital

AUTO
INSURANCE

ALL-RISK

RESTROOM -

• Hard Work: Tony was born, raised and educated in the Philippines.
He came to the United States nearly 40 years ago. He has always worked
hard. He has experienced first-hand some of life's most
difficult problems. He has devoted himself to putting
children and families first:

1070 N. Main, 353-1551
10 a.m. - 9 p.m. Mon - Sat

* Low Monthly
Payments

Officials of the local National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People did not return
telephone messages seeking
comment on Grant's decision.
The Toledo Federation of
Teachers, which represents 2,500
teachers, supports the alternative school.

• Family: Tony and Nilza Yap are rightfully proud of their family. All
are now adults. Their children all graduated from St. John's High School
or Notre Dame Academy are pursuing successful and productive lives.
Three are married. Tony and Nilza are now awaiting grandchildren.

Beer

* Low Down
Payment

Virginia Haywood-Smith, education chairman of Toledoans
USA, said she was pleased with
Grant's decision. The nonprofit
group, made up of 18 inner-city
churches, is opposed to the plan.
"Our desire is for the Toledo
Public Schools, parents, and the
community to work jointly to ensure a better education for the
children," she said.

Dr. Tony Yap for Wood County:
Family, Hard Work, Faith, Service and Love of Country.
What America is All About!
Who is Dr. Tony Yap?

Liquor

* Low Rates

TOLEDO - Community opposition has forced the city school
district to temporarily scrap a
plan to create an alternative
school for troublemakers, the
superintendent said Tuesday.
The school was intended to
serve disruptive fourth-, fifthand sixth-graders. Supporters
said the idea is to concentrate on
rehabilitating the pupils.
But civil rights groups, including the Toledo chapter of the
NAACP, opposed the plan, saying
it would target blacks. They also
complained that the plan was
drafted without their input.
The Toledo Board of Education
had been scheduled to vote on the
school Tuesday night. But Superintendent Merrill Grant said the
vote was postponed so he can
work with community groups on
a new plan to deal with disruptive
students.
He said he hopes to present a
new proposal to the board in
March.
The original plan was to take
students who repeatedly have
been suspended for disruptive
behavior and put them in small
classes with the intention of
sending them back to their
neighborhood school at the end of
90 days.

Grant said he realized last
week after a meeting of the
board's finance committee that
community opposition was
strong. About 45 people took
turns criticizing the quality of
schools in the black neighborhoods.
"You have to involve the community. It has to be collaborative," Grant said.
He said his administration still
is committed to the alternative
school for the 39,000-pupil district. The school would cost about
$407,000.

• Faith: Tony and his wife are members and
supporters of St. Rose Church (Perrysburg). They are also friends and
supporters of Notre Dame, St. John's and All Saints (Rossford).

Dr. Tony Yap's Family

• Service: Tony believes in service. He has always acted on that
conviction. Tony shares and give of himself unselfishly both personally
and professionally.
• Love of Country: Tony loves his country. He has lived the American
Dream. He wants every child to have the opportunity to live that dream:
growing up healthy, hard working, responsible, well-educated, enjoying
life to their fullest capacity. That's what America is all about.

Dr. Tony Yap for State Representative
People Not Politics
Paid tor Citizens for Yap Committee: Or. Manuel de la Serna, Chairman, 25165 West River Road, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551.
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HIV testing made mandatory
Prostitution suspects targeted by Dayton police and officials
The Associated Press
DAYTON - Too many prostitution suspects are going untested for HIV despite a new
state law that allows for the
procedure, city and police officials said Tuesday.
City Commissioner Abner
Orick said he favors passing an
ordinance that would require
both alleged prostitutes and customers who are arrested to be
tested for HIV, the virus that
causes AIDS.
"They're passing that disease
along. I think it's a very serious
thing," Orick said.
The state law; which took effect July 1, makes prostitutionrelated crimes a felony if committed by people who know they
are infected with HIV. Previously, the offense was a mis-

demeanor.
jail compared with only two
At the request of the pros- months under state law.
ecution, judges can now order
Genres said if prostitutes are
HIV tests for those arrested for suspected of carrying the HIV
prostitution, soliciting or loiter- virus, they can be charged under
ing to solicit.
the state law. However, prosBut since the law went into ef- ecutors must be able to prove
fect, no testing has been ordered that the prostitutes sold sex
in Dayton, according to police knowing they had the HIV virus.
An AIDS test may or may not
and jail officials.
The problem Is that most of help prove that, he said.
Police Detective Kralg Klrves
those arrested for prostitution
are charged under a city ordin- said he asks prostitution suspects
ance that does not require or au- if they are HIV-positive and if
thorize AIDS testing, Dayton they will submit to a test. But
Municipal Judge Daniel Genres without a court order requested
by a prosecutor, he cannot force
said.
The city ordinance is preferred them to comply.
"I think the only way to properbecause it carries stiffer penalties than the state law and re- ly monitor it is to require everyquires cases to go to trial one picked up for prostitutionquicker, he said. Those convicted related offenses to be tested,"
of prostitution under the city or- Klrves said.
The American Civil Liberties
dinance face up to six months In

Union opposes mandatory testing.
"Mandatory testing violates an
individual's right to privacy,"
said Joan Englund, legal director
for the ACLU of Ohio. "Furthermore, it does not further the public-health goals of preventing the
transmission of AIDS. What we
need is more public education."
Jam 1 C.btVTkc AaMclrted Prm

By late September, Dayton
police had made more than 300
arrests for selling and buying
sex. At that rate, police said, they
expect to exceed last year's 326
arrests.
Based on the number of
arrests, an HIV-testing program
would cost an estimated $21,000 a
year.
The law requires suspects to
pay the cost.

Delesla Handley, Camllle Rowell and Toya Jones, students at
Charles W. Eliot Middle School In Cleveland, get hands-on geography lessons as they create their own paper mache globes Monday. Expectations In the city schools have Increased and these
sixth graders will be expected to pass the Ohio Proficiency Test
In March 1997.

Name choice 'blasted* in Akron
The Associated Press
AKRON - The Blast is out.
Next up: maybe the Akronauts.
Minor league baseball team
owner Mike Agganis says he will
change the name that fans and
officials criticized as insensitive
In the hometown of an astronaut
who died in the Challenger explosion.
"I felt that if the name Blast
remained, it would Interfere with
our goals for our community,"
Agganis said. "Therefore, it is in
the best interest of the team and
the city to change the name and

not continue the controversy."
Agganis named the Class AA
Eastern League team the Blast to
honor Ohio's contribution to the
space program. He mentioned
John Glenn, Nell Armstrong, the
Wright Brothers and Akron
native Judith Resni k.
Some fans considered the
name In poor taste, because Resnik was killed in the space shuttle
explosion on Jan. 28,1986. Mayor
Don Plusquellic also criticized
the choice, and the City Council
passed a nonbinding resolution
urging a name change.
After the name was announced.

the Akron Beacon Journal asked
readers to call in their opinion in
an Informal survey. Of 2,700
calls, 2,400 were against the
name and 300 were in favor.
Agganis, who Initially said he
was sticking with the name, did
not return a telephone call Tuesday. But he issued a statement
saying the Blast was meant to
suggest space and science education, not a tribute to any one person.
"Unfortunately for the community, the team name, for
several reasons, took on a completely different association

from its original orientation,"
Agganis said.
Fans also objected to the cat
mascot being named Kaboom.
The team la a minor league affiliate of the Cleveland Indians
that used to play In Canton as the
Canton-Akron Indians. It will begin playing In a new stadium in
Akron next season.
Reaction to the name change
seemed to be more muted.
WAKR radio station received
few calls Tuesday about Agganis'
decision.

pooooooot
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Pre-Holiday SALEi
25% off Nails |

352 - 9951

210 N Main

HALLOWEEN COSTUME CONTEST

REGULARLY $34.00 SALE $25.00
CALL NOW FOR APPT.

OCT. 31*1
$150 FIRST PRIZE
$50 SECOND PRIZE
M.S. Auction...High Bid
gets their 15 min. of fame by performing

w/ BLITZEN

Thurj., Fri., & Sat.: 10pm

MUST PRESENT COUPON
SALE RUNS FROM
10-22 TO 11-16

_

Perfect Images ■
281 Front St., Cygnet 655-2904

INTERESTED Jtftfi
IN STUDYING/\|7\
LAW?
UtjU*
Wednesday, October 30, 1996
11:00 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
University Union
Ohio Suite
Meet with admissions
representatives from law
schools all over Ohio.
This is an excellent opportunity to
learn about law schools and their
admissions requirements.

I

THE BLADE ENDORSES
BOB LATTA FOR
OHIO SENATE
In its endorsement of Bob
Latta, The Blade says that
"Mr. Latta has emphasized
the importance of a good
business climate, more funds
for state highways in this
region, improving education
and
job
retention
and
expansion."
Bob, Marcia, Elizabeth, & Maria Latta

The Blade, Pages of Opinion
Sunday, October 27, 1996

Bob Latta is a 1978 Graduate of BGSU. He is committed
to keeping BGSU's Doctoral Programs.
Paid lor by Una For Ohio Senate Comm., John Cheetwood, Treasurer, 300 N. Main St., Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

_____
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Denver
workers
propose
lawsuit
Sandy Shore
The Associated Press
DENVER - Things were
so bad around the office at
the Denver Probation Department that when one
worker warned that
someone was liable to "go
postal," the police took that
seriously enough to open a
murder-conspiracy investigation.
Nothing ever came of the
Investigation, but the incident illustrated the level of
hostility toward the boss,
Suzanne Sigona.
Twelve of her 42 employees accuse her of being
so mean that some of them
fell ill with ailments such as
chest pain and depression.
A notice Informing the
city of the employees' intent to sue cited alleged incidents such as these:
■When Marian Lawrence
returned to work after cancer surgery, she discovered
Sigona had transferred her
without explanation from
the division where she had
worked 16 years.
■When Josie Medina
signed out sick one day, Sigona and another employee
followed her to the bus stop
in what Medina saw as an
attempt at intimidation.

FBI investigates leak
regarding Jewell case
Michael J.Snllfln
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Suffering a
wave of public criticism, the FBI
disclosed Tuesday that It has
been Investigating how its agents
questioned Atlanta security
guard Richard Jewell and
whether they played a role in
leaking his name as a suspect in
the Olympic bombing.
FBI Director Louis J. Freeh
announced in a written statement
that he had opened the leak investigation Aug. 1 and the investigation of Jewell's Interrogation Sept. 27.
The Atlanta Journal identified
Jewell, the security guard who
first pointed out the satchel
bomb to police, as a leading FBI
suspect on July 30, Just three
days after the blast killed one
person directly and Injured more
than 100 others.

On Saturday, the Justice Department wrote a letter clearing
Jewell, based on available evidence. In the nearly three
months In between, Jewell did
not work and was besieged by
agents and reporters.
But Jewell's attorneys have
complained that the FBI used
trickery in Interrogating their
client without their being present. They say FBI agents told
Jewell they wanted his help making a training film for others who
find bombs and gave him a Miranda warning, usually reserved
for criminal suspects, in the context of the purported training
film Interview.
"Each internal inquiry Is being
conducted by the FBI's Office of
Professional Responsibility and
will seek to uncover all Information pertaining to any possible
Improper actions by FBI employees," Freeh said.

BERKELEY, Calif. - Naked
unrest is stirring once again on
the streets of Berkeley.
An effort to convict two topless
performance artists of breaking
Berkeley's 3-year-old anti-nudity
ordinance ended last week In a

hung Jury.
The Jury deadlocked 10-2 in
favor of acquitting them.
"I Just encourage anyone who
hears this news in their faraway
places to feel encouraged to... go
out and celebrate breast freedom
and enjoy the magic of being in
such a trusting position," said
breast-barer Debbie Moore.

THE CITY OF BOWLING GREEN
WISHES TO REMIND MOTORISTS OF THE REGULATIONS PROHIBITING PARKING
ON CERTAIN STREETS DURING SNOW, ICE, OR SLEET CONDITIONS.
The regulations prohibit parking on lha designated streets (including all cul-de-sacs) during "Snow
Emergencies." A "Snow Emergency' can be declared il snow, ice, or sleet is lorecast, and in any case will
automatically become effective without a declaration when the snow depth reaches two inches (2").
When a Snow Emergency is declared the news media will be advised. The declaration will contain the
effective time of the emergency. If snow reaches a depth of two inches without a Snow Emergency having
been declared, the police desk will be able to advise the official time at which snow reached the two inch
depth.
If a Snow Emergency becomes effective between 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p m . motorists have two hours in
which to remove their vehicles from the designated streets.
If the Snow Emergency becomes eflective between 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 am., motorists have until 9:00
a.m. to remove their vehicles from the designated streets.
Vehicles remaining on the designated streets in violation ol the regulations are subject to being towed at
owner expense.
If t particularly bad storm is forecast, additional streets may be designated in lha declaration of
emergency. If this should happen, every effort will be made to notify the news media and to post temporary
"NO PARKING" signs.
The designated streets are called "SNOW STREETS* and are printed below. "SNOW STREET" signs
have been erected on snow streets, ft is pointed out, however, thai the absence ol signs will not relieve
motorists of responsibility for improper parking.
Although the City will make every effort to inlorm the public of the existence of probable development ol
weather conditions requiring removal of motor vehicles Irom snow streets, motorists are still responsible lor
determining probable or existing weather conditions and removing their vehicles if required by the regulations.
FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF SNOW STREETS:

EAST-WEST STREETS

NORTH-SOUTH STREETS
Brim Road — West Poe Road to Bishop Road within
corporation limits
Campbell Hill Road — From East Woosier Street southerly
within corporation limits
Church Slreel — Sand Ridge Road to Clay Street
Dunbrldoa Road — East Poe Road to Route 6
Fair view Avenue — Conneaut Avenue to Van Camp Road
Haskins Road — West Wooster Street to northern
corporation limits
North Grove Slreel — West Wooster Street 10 West Poe
Road
Klou Road — Napoleon Road to Gypsy Lane Road
Lafayette Bouleverd — Entire length
Lirchwood Drive — Entire length
Main Slreel — North corporation limits to Route 6 Interchange, except that parking is permitted at parking
meters during the hours of parking meter operation
unless specifically prohibited in a Declaration of
Emergency
Manvllle Avenue — East Woosier Street to Napoleon Road
Marllndale Road — Pearl Street to Melrose Street
Mar car Road — East Poe Road lo Hyduke Ditch
North College Drive — Ridge Street to Newton Road
Proapecl Slreel — Napoleon Road to East Poe Road
South College Drive — East Woosier Street lo Napoleon
Road
South Summit Slreel — East Woosier Slreel lo Napoleon
Road
Thuralln Avenue — Easl Woosier Slreel lo Eaai Poe Road
Wlnlergarden Road — Sand Ridge Road to West Poe
Road witvn the corporation limits

Conneaul Avenue — North Grove Street lo Michel Road
Clough Street — South Main Street to eastern terminus in
Stadium View Apartment Complex
Courl St/eel — North Grove Street lo Thursun Avenue
Gypsy Lane Road — Rudolph Road lo Dunbndge Road
Industrial Parkway — Entire length
Lehman Avenue — Entire length
Napoleon Road — Kenwood Avenue lo Dunbndge Road
Parker Avenue — Haskins Road to Wood County Hospital
Pearl St/eel — South Main Slreel lo Wetl Wooster Slreel
Poe Road — Mitchell Road to Dunbndge Road
Research Drive — Enure length
Ridge Slreel — North Mam Sheet lo Mercer Road
Sand Ridge Road — South Main Street lo Wmiergardon
Road
Bishop Road — North Man Street lo Brim Road
Van Camp Road — North Man Street lo Bnm Road
Wallace Avenue — North Grove Street lo Haskins Road
Wooster Street — Western corporation kmils lo Ounbndge
Road except thai parking is permmod at parking meters
during the hours of parking meter operation in the 100
bloc* ol East Woosier Slreel and the 100 block ol
Wetl Woosier Slreel unless spacilicaly prohibited
in a Declaration ol Snow Emergency
Wren Road-Entire Length

CUL-DE-SACS AT THE ENDS OF THE FOLLOWING:
Arlington Court
Boone Court
Brownwood Court
Brownwood Onve
Carol Road
Charles Street
Cherry Hill Drive
Clark Street
Cobblestone lane
Country Club Drive
Devonshire Street

Noting that the bombing investigation involved 11 federal,
state and local agencies and more
than 200 people, Freeh said that
on Aug. 1 he ordered an internal
investigation "to determine the
source[s] of a media story that
appeared on July 30, 1996, naming Mr. Richard Jewell as a suspect in the bombing."
Freeh said he opened a second
internal investigation on Sept. 27
"to determine the propriety of
the manner in which the FBI
questioned Mr. Jewell."
Both Inquiries are continuing,
Freeh said.
Freeh added that he recently
reminded all FBI employees
again of their duty 'to protect
criminal Justice information
from Improper disclosure."
"Improper conduct will not be
tolerated in this or any other
case," Freeh added.

Bare-breasted Berkeley
radicals find a hung jury
Michelle Locke
The Associated Press

Partridge Lane
Picardie Court
Ranch Court
Rosewood Court
Sunrise Drive
Tamarac lane
Touraine Avenue
Vale Court
Valleyview Drive
Van Buren Court
Warbler Court

Dogwood Court
Erie Court
Ferndale Avenue
Hamilton Court
Hickory Court
John Court
Keil Court
Madison Court
Melrose Court
Monroe Court
Oakwood Court

I

Slick

Moore, 44, and Nina Shilling,
SO, who perform in parks as the
X-pllcit Players, had faced up to
18 months in Jail and fines of
$3,000 if convicted.
Prosecutors have not decided
whether to retry the case.
A prosecutor had to explain to
snickering Jurors why nudity
was banned in the city where
University of California students
launched the Free Speech
Movement In 1964.
The ordinance followed a profusion of skin on city streets and
occasionally In City Council
chambers after Berkeley student
Andrew Martinez earned brief
fame in 1992..

Wood
County
Democratic
Party

1

Drdicalrd To
"Inlfxrily. Strvicr
andlhc Public Irnvl"

Ljrafai/Tke Associated Press

A crew works to skim about 8,400 gallons of heavy fuel oil that
leaked from a tanker berthed in a drydock In the San Francisco
Bay Tuesday.

Pot smokers find
bad place to puff
The Associated Press
KEY WEST, Fla. - Police didn't
even have to leave their desks to
know someone was smoking pot.
The lawbreakers, revelers in Key
West's annual Fantasy Festival,
were right outside under an airconditioning intake.

"We were all sitting in our office on Saturday night and all of a
sudden, heavy marijuana fumes
started coming through the
vents," Detective Alfredo Vazquez said Tuesday. "We went
outside and found three men
huddled in the bushes smoking
away on a Joint."

Visit Your New
WOOD COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY
INTERNET HOME PAGE
http://www.wcnet.org/~wooddems
Information on All the 1996 Democratic Candidates and Much More!

Paid lor by Wood County Democralic Parly, A H Baldwin. Chair. 336 S Man SI. Bowling Green. OH 43402 Ph 352-5299 or 666-2252
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Search continues for
survivors of collapse

Sailin'

Death toll rises in apartment destruction

whose mother was among dozens companion, waiting for news
of people still missing as the des- about trapped relatives or
perate search for survivors en- friends.
CAIRO, Egypt - For 36 hours, tered its third day.
Workers, some of whom had
Samantha Miksche was entomHundreds of people waited not slept for 48 hours, used
bed in the darkness of a collapsed near the wreckage, some de- cranes, shovels, picks and their
12-story apartment building. The manding justice and others beg- bare hands to search for surviAmerican teen-ager heard the ging for their trapped friends vors amid the wreckage, tuning
cries of other survivors, the and relatives to somehow emerge up a bloodied pillow, a olue
purse, a picture frame, even a
barking of search dogs and the from the rubble.
rumble of equipment boring
"Have mercy on us!" one man school notebook.
"The child who was doing his
through the ruins.
shouted.
On Tuesday, exhausted rescue
A breeze carried the stench of homework, what did he do to deworkers pulled her and a friend death over the site, where a serve to die?" shouted a woman
from the rubble - bruised and worker sprayed disinfectant. Ten who collapsed in the street.
By nightfall Tuesday, the death
bleeding, but alive.
teen-agers sat in a circle, each
"I'm very tired," said Miksche, reading from the Koran. At toll had risen to at least 25, but
a 17-year-old from Los Angeles times, some would cry or hug a dozens more were still missing.
yTVTVTVTVwV»'»!»:»:;tV»:T;»:T'»VT'TVTVTV¥V*VTVT'TV*VTV»V»Vw'wVw'TVw WIT
Nadla Abou El-Magd
The Associated Press

j

"Eddy Talks"
The

ABMCUIed

Press

A lone windsurfer in Lungland Bay in South Wales braves the force of 12 storms Monday. The tall
of hurricane Lili pounded Britain, disrupting travel and cutting power to several thousand homes
In 90 mph winds.

Tokyo woman guilty

The Associated Press
TOKYO - A court sentenced a
35-year-old woman Tuesday to
seven years in prison for helping
abduct a man who later was
killed, allegedly by members of
the doomsday cult accused in a
lethal Tokyo subway gas attack.
The victim, Kiyoshi Kariya, 68,
had been trying to help his sister
leave the Aum Shinri Kyo cult
headed by Shoko Asahara. He
was abducted Feb. 28,1995.
Asahara is being tried on charges including Kariya's murder,
the poison gas attack that killed

12 people and sickened
thousands on Tokyo's subways in
199S, and another gas attack that
killed seven people.
Kyodo News quoted presiding
Judge Hideaki Mikami as saying
cult member Eriko Iida played a
key role in abducting Kariya.
Iida acknowledged helping
plan Kariya's abduction, but denied taking part in the actual abduction.
Nine people have been charged
in connection with Kariya's abduction and death. Japan's maximum penalty for abduction is IS
years In prison. Murder is puni-

shable by death by hanging.
Of the nine, Iida was the second convicted. Takeshi Matsumoto, 30, convicted of forcing
Kariya into a rented car, was sentenced to four years m prison,
Kariya was driven to the cult's
compound on the slopes of Mount
p^ where ne was drugged. His
death ^ y^^ attributed to side
effects of the drugs.
Asahara and nearly 180 of the
roughly 10,000 Aum followers in
Japan have been arrested and
charged with various murders,
abductions and other crimes.
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Olscamp Room I out
Nationally known speaker David Hellstrom introduces
the audience to Eddy, an average, young man who
could live in any residence hall, Greek house, or
apartment complex. Eddy is a student who has been
having some difficulty with alcohol and wants to tell
his side of the story. A sometimes funny, yet all too
serious look at what happens when drinking becomes
a problem.
by Real Life Productions
LT_T_T_TJ j

Time is Running Out!
Senior portraits
are
being taken!
Schedule your
appointment
TODAY!
Final Days * Call Now * Final Pays
Caii 372-8086 to schedule your sitting.
Photos will be taken in the KEY Office, 28 West Hall
Monday thru Friday 10 a.m. -1 p.m.; 2 p.m. - 6 p.m.
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SPORTS BRIEFS
Falcon hockey team third in nation
The Falcon hockey team's 6-0 start is starting to draw some
eyes across the nation.
Bowling Green is ranked third in the nation in several polls
this week, including the USA Today/American College Hockey
Magazine poll. The Falcons had entered last weekend sixth in
most polls, but swept Lake Superior on the road for the first time
in 10 years.
BG is also third in the WMPL/WZRK Radio poll, the
Rinks/USCHO poll and the College Hockey USA poll. The Falcons are fourth in the WMEB Radio poll.
Michigan was a unanimous No. 1 selection in all the major
polls. The Wolverines and Falcons meet twice in the next three
weeks, Nov. 9 In Ann Arbor and Nov. 16 In Bowling Green.
The Falcons visit Michigan State Friday and host Notre Dame
Saturday. A win against the Spartans would match the best start
in Falcon hockey history.

Punchard named CCHA "Player of the Week"
BG's Brett Punchard has been named the CCHA's Offensive
Player of the Week, according to the league office.
Punchard, a senior left winger, had a goal and three assists
against Lake Superior this past weekend. He currently ranks
tied for second in the CCHA in overall scoring with 17 points
(three goals, 14 assists).

Golf team ends season
In their final tournament of the fall season, the men's golf
team finished 15th out of a field of 21 at the Old Dominion University Collegiate Tournament in Kitty Hawk, North Carolina.
The team finished 600-303-297 on the 36-hole tournament.
Team captain Jason Carbone led the team with 146-74-72, good
for a tie for 33d place.
Jason May, in his final collegiate tournament, finished in a tie
for 58th place with a score of 150-76-74.
Furman won the tournament with a score of 568-288-280.

Women ruggers making waves
The women's rugby team is one of the top female teams in the
nation.
They have compiled a 5-1 record, while only allowing 10 points
in five matches, while reeling off 129 of their own.
Their only loss came to Central Michigan. The lady ruggers
have blanked their other five opponents.
This weekend, the team will travel to Athens to play the Ohio
University Bobcats and Tennessee Tech University.

Falcons roll into
Ypsilantifor key
conference match
In the sanctity of his own office. Falcon soccer coach Mel
Mahler pumped his fist in the air
when reminded of the events of
this weekend.
The Falcons beat conference
opponent Miami Sunday, giving
BG an unblemished 3-0-0 MAC
record and putting them one step
closer to the regular season
championship. The win over
Miami vaulted the Falcons to a
12-3-1 season mark with three
regular season games remaining.
"We found a way to win," Mahler said. "We didn't play as well
as we have the previous three or
four games. They played low
pressure, but it was still a good
game ... When you look at the
stats, we pretty much did dominate. It could have been 3,4-,5-0,
but 2-0 is a good result.... It was a
great college game."
The loss dropped Miami to
2-10-3 on the year, 1-2-1 in the
MAC. "They're not a 2-10-3
team," Mahler said.
The win was the Falcons'
eighth in a row, and it continued
the Falcons' dominance of the
Miami soccer program.

SOCCER

NOTEBOOK
Jim Tocco
BG News
Sports Writer

Dave Kindl, capping off a teriffic week for himself, scored a
first half goal. It was his third in
two games. Tim Ashton also
found the back of the net. It was
the third marker of the season
for the Crelghton University
transfer.
Although Miami was clearly a
weaker opponenwhan the foes in
the past handful of games, the
importance of this win can not be
understated. Now BG has only to
defeat Eastern and Western
Michigan to complete an undefeated MAC season.
Team to play EMU tonight
The Eastern Michigan Eagles

CHANGES IN SPRING
SCHEDULE

Soccer team looking ahead
to postseason tournaments
Jim Tocco
The BC News
The past 30 days could not have
been scripted any better for the
Falcon soccer team. The team is
8-0-0 in the month-long span,
outscoring their opponents an astounding 19-3.
During this time, many team
records have been challenged or
broken, and many more records
await the playing of the last few
games. The team saw big wins
over Akron and national power
Indiana and has become respected all over the nation.
The most recent polls show the
Falcons among the country's
elite soccer teams. The Falcons
hold down 11th in the Soccer
America poll this week, while
holding down 15th in the
NSCAA/Umbro Select rankings.
The Soccer News has the Falcons
at 19th this week.
Now, BG finds itself standing
on the brink of regional and
national glory, with the best op-
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MEN'S
SOCCER

portunity - and highest expectations - in Bowling Green history.
The Falcons have put themselves
in prime position to win the MidAmerican Conference regular
season title outright, with victories over Eastern and Western
Michigan this week. They also
host the MAC tournament, the
victor of which earns an automatic berth in the NCAA tournament. Even if the Falcons fail to
win the MAC tournament, they
would have a shot at making the
NCAA tournament as an "atlarge" team, considering the
strength of their regular season
schedule.
Bowling Green has played one
of the NCAA's most rigerous
schedules this year. After 16
games. Bowling Green has only
played two teams - New Hampshire and Miami - that currently
have losing records. Coach Mel

In this volleyball season of discontent, a win is a rare and precious thing. Last Friday, one of
those rare and precious things
came Bowling Green's way.
The Falcons knocked off Akron
Friday night 8-15, 15-10. 15-9,
15-3. This was only the second
MAC match BG won, snapping a
six match losing streak. It was
the first match the Falcons won
in less than five games since
Sept. 13. Even the 15-10, 15-6,
15-3 loss to Kent on Saturday
couldn't dampen the weekend for
Bowling Green.
"We played very well," head
coach Denise Van De Walle
commented. "We went into Akron very focused. We had a bit of
a slow start, with our passing and
serving was a bit shaky. After the
first game, our serving passing
and blocking got better."
"We were totally In control in
the third and fourth games," she
continued. "It was our best performance of the year."
Lori Hilton led Bowling Green
in kill with 20 against Akron. Lori
Kemerer and Heather Murphy
added 17 and 12 apiece.
Leading the defense was
started playing Bowling Green in
1981. They probably wish they
hadn't.
In 15 years, the teams have
squared off 17 times. BG has won
every match. EMU hasn't even
managed a tie. The Falcons have
out scored Eastern 56-11 over
those games. The Brown and Orange have held a dominance over
EMU like no other school - except, perhaps, for one - more on
that later.
Tonight, BG hopes to continue
its winning streak, traveling to
Ypsilanti for a 3 p.m. match.
"They're getting a little bit betSee SOCCER, page Ten.

VOLLEYBALL

NOTEBOOK
William
Sanderson
BG News
Sports Writer

Kemerer, who had 15 digs. Five
other players reached double digits in digs.
"We're excited to get the win
on Friday," Falcon outside hitter
Shayne Crumley said. "We had
been working towards it all week
in practice. Everything seemed
to go well with our passing,
blocking and defense."
Saturday night was a different
story.
Bowling Green ran into a brick
wall named Kent. The third place
Golden Flashes swept away the
Falcons in three straight games
for the second time this season.
No Falcons reached double digits in any statistic Saturday
night, except Wendy Watkins' 25
assists. Kemerer and Hilton led

Associated Press
DAYTON - A state legislator is
preparing a bill urging Miami
University to reconsider use of
the nickname "Redskins" for the
school's sports teams.
Rep. Robert Corbin, R-Dayton,
said Monday some of his constituents were angry at the university board's decision last month to
drop the nickname after a council of the Oklahoma-based Miami
Tribe called for a change.
A panel headed by former

The following classes will have their meeting
times changed:
MEETING TIME

29730

2:30-3:45 TR

Acct 222

23463

4:00-5:15 TR

Acct 325

20367

4:30-5:45 MW

Acct 325

29734

6:00-7:15 MW

the team in kills with nine.
By contrast, Kent had three
players who reached double digits in kills. Jennifer Maibach
killed 16, Larisa Grinsberg nailed
14, and Carrie Paterson recorded
12. Nicole Collias piled up 43 asslts.
Kent's Becky Neglia is a MAC
Co-Player of the week.
Hilton continues assault on
block list

future with 272 kills this year.
Her kill total is second only to
Lori Hilton's 383.
Outside hitter Heather Murphy
has also shown signs of being a
reliable source for offense. She is
third on the team in kills with
212. That total could significantly
increase if her booming hits become more accurate.
The other Freshman have recieved substantially less playing
time.
Heather Grieg has 27 assists
and 38 digs in her brief amount
of playing time. She has been
mainly used to rest other players.
Grieg missed the Akron match
after suffering a concussion during the pre-match warmup. She
was back in the Falcon lineup
Saturday.

Lori Hilton had five total
blocks on the weekend, giving
her a career total of 415. Hilton
leads this year's team with 109
blocks.
Hilton currently stands in
fourth place on the Falcon's career block list. She is 51 blocks
behind Nicky Mudrak's third Outside hitter Melissa Lewis
place total of 466. However, with
has recently recieved a little
only 5 matches left It Is highly
playing time. In seven matches,
unlikely she'll reach that mark.
she has six Mils, three of which
came against Akron and Kent.
Freshman update
Kris Pesorda has seen action
Lori Kemerer has emerged as off and on through out the
the head of this year's freshman season. She has totaled 50 kills,
class. She would appear to be the 85 digs and 30 blocks in 17
Falcons' offensive leader of the matches.

Miami reconsiders nickname

DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING/MIS

CALL NUMBER

those teams, that doesn't appear
to be much of an obstacle. The
real obstacle is the NCAA tournament. The Falcons, having
gone four times (1972,1973,1992,
1995), have never advanced past
the first round.
"We're not going to be satisfied
with that again," said senior
Steve Klein. "We want to get
deep in the tournament and make
some noise."
"We want to go to the Final
Four," added Joe Burch. "We're
not going to settle for anything
less than that"
Last year, the Falcons suffered
a disappointing loss to region
rival Wisconsin in the first
round. Each of the other three
times, BG lost to Saint Louis in
the first round.
This year, with high expectations and high possibilities, the
Falcons are determined to not let
that happen again.
"We've proven we can play
with the best programs in the nation," Mahler said.

Falcons spike Zips in four MAC sets

1997

CLASS
Acct 222

Mahler said that this difficult
scheduling was intentional.
"The game plan while we were
setting the schedule up, was to
play a competitive schedule," he
said. "The whole idea was that by
playing in six of the eight regions
in the country, and teams in
tournaments from those various
regions, that when they go back
and spread the word ... they'll say
Bowling Green is a legitimate
top-20 program."
Bowling Green certainly is
legitimate. Even having played
such a difficult season, the Falcons have not been held scoreless
all year. BG has not accomplished that for an entire season
since 1983.
Goalkeeper Scott Vallow is
currently ranked second in the
region and seventh in the nation
in goals against average (0.74).
All this team has to do is handle
either Eastern or Western Michigan to take that first step. Since
Bowling Green is a combined
36-3-1 over the years against

If you have any questions please call the
Department of Accounting/MIS (372-2767)

■

Miami University President Phillip Shriver is searching for a replacement nickname.
Any legislative resolution
would not be binding on Miami's
trustees, but Corbin said he
wanted to call attention to the issue.
"I realize this may be a done
deal, that I might be whistling
Dixie here," said Corbin. "But I
think [ trustees ] didn't think this
thing through as well as they
should."

Guy Jones, executive director
of the Miami Valley Council for
Native Americans, said "Redskins" is a racist term to many Indians. The commercialization of
team mascots mocks Indians and
leads to stereotypes and racist
attitudes, he said.
Miami University spokesman
Richard Little said the university
has received about 75 calls on the
issue since the board acted Sept.
25. Most of the calls opposed the
nickname change.
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PIGSKIN
PICKS
SCOTT BROWN
BG News Sports Editor
BLAKE PARKINS
BG News Asst. Sports Editor
JIM TOCCO
BG News Sports Writer
NAME:
PHONE:
Fill in your picks and win!

Ak UT PS UMSDSBalt GBDalBuffOak
Wash

BG UT NWUMSDScin GBDal

Den

Wash

BG UT PS UMSDSBalt DetDal

Oak

Last Week
6-4
Season
42-29
Last Week
8-2

Season
51-20
Last Week
7-3
Season

352-9638

440 E. Court St.
Winner Receives:
LARGE
ONE ITEM
PIZZA
Dine in only

39-31

LAST WEEK'S WINNER
Kris Nightingale
Fill out picks and return this ENTIRE graphic to Room 210 West Hall by 5 p.m. Friday. This week's winner will be announced next week
in this space Winner will be selected by RANDOM DRAW of those with the most correct selections. Entries limited to one per week.

(8-2)
Prizes can be picked up at 204 West Hall

Cooper and Buckeyes smelling roses Bengals lookingfor
RUSTY MILLER
Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Second-ranked
Ohio State has everything going
its way, but coach John Cooper
declines to join a lot of Buckeye
fans who are California dream in'.
"I think we're four wins away,"
was Cooper's terse reply Tuesday when asked if he felt close to
making his first Rose Bowl trip
in his nine years at Ohio State.
Everything points to the Buckeyes representing the Big Ten in
Pasadena
- They are unbeaten (7-0) and
ranked second in the country.
- The next three opponents
have combined for one conference win. Minnesota (3-4, 0-4 in

the Big Ten) comes to Ohio State
Saturday, followed by games at
Illinois (2-5,1-3) and Indiana (2-6,
0-5).
- The only other undefeated
team in the conference is Northwestern, and the Buckeyes win
any tie-breaker with the Wildcats.
- The annual season-ending
showdown with Michigan is at
Ohio Stadium, where Ohio State
has won its last 13 games.
Already, there are advertisements in the newspaper for travel packages to the Rose Bowl.
Already, callers to local radio
shows are speculating about a potential Jan. 1, 1997, showdown
against fourth-ranked Arizona

lot of guys on the team talking
State.
Cooper, however, shook his about taking one game at a time
and not overlooking anyone."
head.
While Cooper is riding a rare
"That has not entered my
mind," he said at his weekly news crest of popularity, Minnesota
conference. "That has not en- coach Jim Wacker is treading
water. He signed a two-year contered my mind - believe me."
Even if there are lots of tract extension near the end of
reasons why the Buckeyes last season, but a provision of the
should start thinking about palm contract is that he must win five
trees and sunshine, there are just games this season. The Gophers
need two more wins and have
as many why they shouldn't.
Two of the last three seasons, subsequent games at Wisconsin
Ohio State was unbeaten going and home against Illinois and
into the Michigan game - and Iowa.
Cooper, a former president of
lost. Each time the defeats cost
the Buckeyes their first trip to the national coaches association,
doesnt believe coaches should
the Rose Bowl since 1984.
After the then-No. 2 Buckeyes face such an ultimatum.
"Sometimes, it's the program,
lost at Michigan 31-23 last
November, they lost to Tennes- not the coach," Cooper said.
see 20-14 in the Florida Citrus "More likely than not, it's the
Bowl.
program. There are a hell of a lot
Believe it or not, cornerback more unsuccessful programs
Shawn Springs said Ohio State than there are unsuccessful
wouldn't be where it is now if not coaches."
for those losses.
Cooper said the Minnesota
"Losing those two games last program has been held back by a
year really has helped us a lot," lack of players and a lack of stahe said. "That's why you hear a bility, not by its coaches.
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OFFICIAL
WOOD COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY

Wood
County

SAMPLE BALLOT

Democratic
Party

For The Ohio General Election - Tuee., Nov. 5,1996
6:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.

w

I>t4icaud To
"hiugrilt, Stnlct
and Ike Public Tniit''

YOU MAY LEGALLY TAKE THIS
SAMPLE BALLOT WITH YOU
INTO THE POLLS WHEN YOU VOTE!

WOOD COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY ENDORSED CANDIDATES
FOR U.S. PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT

QUALIFIED AND EXPERIENCED
TO BE
OUR PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

•

U.S. CONGRESS (5th DISTRICT)

•

EXPERIENCE:
Q Prosecutor: Oregon Municipal Court (6 Years)
G Acting Judge: Perrysburg Municipal Court

□ Special Prosecutor

ANNIE SAUNDERS
U.S. CONGRESS (9th DISTRICT)

•

□ Hearing Officer: National Labor Relations Board
Q Graduate: Bowling Green State University (BA-1965)
University of Toledo Law School (JD-1970)

BILL CLINTON / AL GORE

MARCY KAPTUR
OHIO SUPREME COURT JUSTICES

•
•

JAN I. I997TERM

PETER M. SIKORA
JAN 2. 1997 TERM

□ Special Counsel to Attorney General William J. Brown

MARIANNA BROWN BETTMAN
OHIO COURT OF APPEALS JUDGES

D Attorney for Two Townships

(6ta DISTRICT)
FEB. 9. 1997 TERM

□ Village Solicitor
□ Admitted to Practice
- Supreme Court of the United States
- Supreme Court of Ohio
- Supreme Court of Michigan
- United States District Court of Northern Ohio
- United States District Court of Eastern Michigan
_J Senior Attorney

25+ YEARS EXPERIENCE;
ALL AREAS OF THE LAW

John D.

GARAND

for Prosecuting Attorney

It's Time for a Change.

•
•

•

MELVIN L. RESNICK
FEB 10. 1997 TERM

JAMES R. SHERCK
OHIO SENATE (2nd DISTRICT)
CHRIS REDFERN
OHIO HOUSE (4th DISTRICT)

•

ANTONIO C. YAP

•

JAN. 2, 1997 TERM

•

JAN 3. 1997 TERM

WOOD COUNTY COMMISSIONER
BRUCE D. PURDY

ALVIN L. PERKINS
WOOD COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

•

JOHN D. GARAND
WOOD COUNTY RECORDER

•

SUE KINDER
WOOD COUNTY TREASURER

•

MARLENE NORTON

Paid lor by Wood County Democratic Party, A R Baldwin Chair, 336 S Main St.
Bowling Green. OH 43402. Ph 352-5299 or 666-2252.

more from Ki-Jana
Associated Press

CINCINNATI - It will probably be next year before running
back Ki-Jana Carter matures to reach his potential for the Cincinnati Bengals, coach Bruce Coslet said.
"I'm pleased with his progress, but he's Just starting to climb
to where he needs to be," Coslet said.
Carter, who was sidelined all of his rookie year in 1995 by torn
knee ligaments, scored two fourth-quarter touchdowns Sunday
to help the Bengals beat the Jacksonville Jaguars, 28-21, in Coslet's debut as Cincinnati's head coach.
Carter's two touchdown runs made him the first Bengal to run
for a pair of scores since Steve Broussard on Sept. 18,1994.
But Carter got his chance only after the starter at running
back. Garrison Hearst, was forced out of the game by a sprained
left ankle. Hearst is listed as probable for Sunday's game in Baltimore.

SOCCER
Continued from page Nine.

ter every year, and they're a
dangerous team to play," Mahler
said.
"I know the guys will be motivated to play," he continued. "We
look at it as just one fifth of a
hurdle that we have to clear. It's
just another game that stands in
our way to win the regular season
championship." Brian Tinnion's
Eagles are 5-9-2 overall, and 0-2-1
in loop play.

Tuesday.
Kindl, who came off the bench
for two goals against the Buckeyes, now has 23 career goals,
good for eighth on the all-time
Falcon list.
The Brecksville native has 17
points on the year, second only to
Steve Klein. His 54 career points
leave him only 2 shy of 10th on
the all-time points list.
Domination

Kind, named MAC's Player of
the Week

Dave Kindl, on the heels of two
sparkling performances against
Ohio State and Miami, was
named the Mid-American Conference's player of the week

In their 31 years as a varsity
sport, the Falcons have played no
team better than Findlay College.
In their two meetings in 1981
and '82, the Falcons won, by
scores of 10-0 and 21-0, respectively.
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Power rules
AP all-stars

Bowl alliance takes shape
Richard Rosenblatt
The Associated Press

Ben Walker
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Mark McGwire,
who connected 52 times in baseball's Year of the Home Run, and
slugging outfielders Ken Griffey
Jr., Albeit Belle and Juan Gonzalez highlighted The Associated
Press major league all-star team
Tuesday.
Los Angeles catcher Mike Piazza, picked for the combined
team for the fourth straight
season, and Belle were the only
players to repeat from 1995.
Alex Rodriguez, who led the
majors in hitting at .358 In his
first full season, won selection by
the widest margin. In voting by a
nationwide panel of 175 sports
writers and broadcasters, 151
chose the 21-year Seattle shortstop.
"This whole year has been a
learning experience," Rodriguez
said. "There are still a tot of
areas In which I think I can improve."
The closest vote was at second
base, where Chuck Knoblauch of
Minnesota beat out Roberto Alomar of Baltimore, 76-75. Gonzalez of Texas finished ahead of
Ellis Burks of Colorado 75-73 for
the third outfield spot.
The American League dominated the voting, which was
completed before the playoffs
began. Piazza, San Diego third
baseman Ken Caminiti and righthanded starter John Smoltz of Atlanta were the only National
League players selected.
Left-handed starter Andy Pettitte and reliever John Wetteland, who both wound up pitching
the New York Yankees to the
World Series championship, also
made the team.
Paul Molitor was chosen for
the fourth time in 10 seasons as
the designated hitter.
The AP manager of the year
will be announced Wednesday,
with the AP player of the year on
Thursday.
In a record-breaking season
for offense, power dominated the
all-star team.
McGwire became the 13th
player in major league history to
reach the 50-homer mark. The
Oakland first baseman got 80
votes to 33 for Prank Thomas of
the Chicago White Sox.
Griffey hit 49 homers for Seattle, Belle had 48 for Cleveland
and Gonzalez hit 47. They came
in ahead of Burks, who hit .344
with 40 homers, 128 RBIs and
scored a major league-high 142
runs.
Among the outfielders who finished farther bask were San
Francisco's Barry Bonds, only
the second player to hit 40
homers and steal 40 bases in the
same season, 50-homer man
Brady Anderson of Baltimore
and seven-time NL batting
champion Tony Gwynn of San
Diego.
Rodriguez, who hit 36 homers
and had 123 RBIs and a major
league-leading 54 doubles, was

%»«Vr*
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All-Star team
The 1996 Associated Press
baseball all-star team, as selected
in nationwide voting by sports
writers and broadcasters.
FIRST BASE
Mark McGwire
Oakland

AB AVQ HR RBI
423 .312

52 113

SECOND BASE
AB AVG HR RBI
Chuck Knoblauch
Minnesota
578 .341 13 72
SHORTSTOP
AB AVQ HR RBI
Alex Rodriguez
Seattle
601 .358

36 123

THIRD BASE
AB AVG HR RBI
Ken Caminiti
San Diego

546 326 40 130

CATCHER
AB AVG HR RBI

Mike Piazza
Los Angeles

547 .336 36 105

Ken Griffey Jr.

Seattle
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AB AVG HR RBI

As the college football
season swings into its final
month, the bowl alliance is
slowly sorting itself out.
While It looks like a true
national title game in the Sugar
Bowl on Jan. 2 Is a longshot,
there are still matchups and
upsets capable of shaking up
the bowl scene.
A likely bowl lineup:
SUGAR- No. 1 Florida vs. No.
5 Nebraska.
FIESTA; No. 3 Florida State
vs. Big Ten runner-up (Northwestern, Michigan or Perm
State).
ORANGE No. 6 Tennessee
vs. Big East champ (Miami,
Syracuse or West Virginia)
ROSE (non-alliance): No. 2
Ohio State vs. No. 4 Arizona
State.
If the matchups unfold this
way, and Florida, Ohio State
and Arizona State are undefeated, it's Improbable the
Cornhuskers could win an unprecedented third straight title.
Also, if Florida wins the rest
of its games and Is voted
national champion, Ohio State
could end up like Penn State
did two years ago undefeated
and uncrowned.

The prospects of the top six
teams: No. 1 FLORIDA
The top-ranked Gators (7-0)
should win their next three
games against Georgia, VanderbUt and South Carolina
(combined 9-13) before the
Nov. 30 showdown against the
Semlnoles. IT Florida wins,
there's still an SEC title game,
most likely against the winner
of the LSU-Alabama game on
Nov. 9.
No. 2 OHIO STATE
If the Buckeyes win out,
they're off to the Rose Bowl for
the first time since 1985. Ohio
Slate (7-0) plays Minnesota, Illinois and Indiana (combined
7-15) before Its Nov. 23 game
against Michigan. Under John
Cooper, the Buckeyes are 1-6-1
against the Wolverines.
A note on the Big Ten champion: If Ohio State and Northwestern tie for the league title,
the Buckeyes go to Pasadena
based on the best-overall record tie-breaker.
No. 3 FLORIDA STATE
For the Semlnoles (64)), It's
simple: Win out and play for
the national title in New Orleans. Lose to Florida and It's
the Fiesta Bowl as the ACC
champion.

Before the Gators, though,
FSU has games against dangerous Georgia Tech (5-2),
Wake Forest, No. 23 Southern
Mississippi (7-1) and Maryland.
No. 4 ARIZONA STATE
Jake Plummer & Co. should
have no problems beating Oregon State and California. Bitter
rival Arizona Is waiting to spoil
the Sun Devils' perfect season.
On Nov. 23, the teams end
the regular season In Tucson,
where Arizona State (8-0) has
Just one victory since 1982.
ASU Is 1-6 at Arizona Stadium
during that span, the tone win a
7-6 decision in 1992.
No. S NEBRASKA
The two-time defending
champs have been on the outside looking In since their loss
to Arizona Stale on Sept. 21.
The only way the Huskers
(6-1) could win It all Is to beat
Florida In the Sugar Bowl and
hope Ohio State and Arizona
State both lose. Nebraska also
plays Colorado on Nov. 29.
No. 6 TENNESSEE
Once again, the Volunteers
knocked themselves out of the
title chase with an early-season
35-29 toss to Florida. Last year,
the Vols lost one game 62-37 to

545 .303 49 140

Albert Belle
Cleveland
Juan Gonzalez
Texas

602 .311

48 148

541 .314

47 144

DH
AB AVQ HR RBI
Paul Molitor
Minnesota

660 .341

9 113

PITCHERS
W-L

IP

ERA

John Smoltz (RH)
Atlanta
24-8 253 2/3 2.94
Andy Pettltle (LH)
NY Yankees
21-8 221
3.87
RELIEVER
W-L
John Wetteland
N.Y. Yankees
2-3

SV

ERA

43

2.83
AP

an overwhelming winner at
shortstop. Baltimore's Cal Ripken, a role model for Rodriguez
when he was growing up, was
second with six votes.
Knoblauch hit .341 and scored
140 runs for Minnesota Alomar
batted .328. scored 132 runs and
won the AL Gold Glove at second
base for the Orioles.
Caminiti hit .326 with 40 home
runs and 130 RBIs for San Diego.
He received 139 votes to 15 for
Cleveland's Jim Thome.
Piazza hit .336 with 36 homers
and 105 RBIs, earning him 113
votes. Todd Hundley, who set a
major league record for catcher
with 41 homers for the New York
Mets, was second with 34 votes.
Molitor, who led the majors
with 225 hits and got the 3,000th
hit of his career, got 108 votes.
Edgar Martinez of Seattle was
the runner-up atTJH with 21.

TONIGHT AT THE
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Florida. This season could end
up the same way, but the Orange Bowl loves Peyton Manning, and the Vols will bring
tons of fans.
A few other notes on the
bowl alliance selection process:
FIESTA BOWL: After the
Sugar takes Its top two teams,
the Fiesta Bowl has the third
choice.
The Fiesta folks have made It
clear the Big Ten runner-up Is
a top priority. Executive Director John Junker has been attending Big Ten games all
season. A 10-1 Northwestern Is
the likely choice, although a
10-1 Michigan or 10-2 Penn
State Isnt out of the question.
The Nlttany Lions play the
Wildcats on Saturday and
Michigan on Nov. 16. A Big Ten
team last played In the Fiesta
In 1986, when Michigan beat
Nebraska 27-23.
With the fifth pick, the Fiesta
chooses either the ACC or Big
East champion.
ORANGE BOWL: With the
No. 4 choice, the Orange would
go with a 10-1 Tennessee. They
love Peyton Manning and the
tons of fans the Volunteers
would bring to the first Orange
Bowl at Pro Player Park.

New York greets Yankees
NY cheers world champs
Jim Fitzgerald
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - An overflow
crowd of New York Yankees fans
released 18 years worth of frustration Tuesday in a pinstriped
party that stretched from the
House that Ruth Built to the Canyon of Heroes.
The fans, packed so deeply in
spots that they couldn't see any
of the floats heading up Broadway, staged a raucous but lawabiding reception that turned
lower Manhattan into an enormous blue and white pep rally.
It was a second chance for
Yankee fans, many of them shut
out in a bid to get scarce World
Series tickets, to celebrate with a
team that enjoyed a season of
second chances - for recovering
addicts Darryl Strawberry and
Dwight Gooden, for injured
pitchers Jimmy Key and David
Cone, for manager Joe Torre.
"No way I would work today,"
shouted Pauline Frawley, a
Queens nurse who played hooky.
"I just wanted to experience the
excitement of it. The buzz. It's
absolutely fantastic."
People scaled trees and hung
from skyscraper windows for a
glimpse of the players who ended

the longest championship
drought in Yankees' history. The
players returned the favor. Cigar-smoking Cecil Fielder, who
escaped last place Detroit and
won a World Series ring, aimed
his videocamera at the screaming masses.
The ticker-tape - actually
shredded phone books, computer
printouts and toilet paper - gave
way to a City Hall celebration,
where each of the World Champions was to receive a key to the
dry.
A crowd count of 3.5 million
was announced at City Hall, an
unlikely estimate based more on
civic pride than reality. The parade route along the financial district's narrow streets, from the
Battery to City Hall, is less than a
mile long.
A similar parade for the Mets
10 years ago drew an "official"
crowd of 2.2 million.
Earlier in the day, Yankees
manager Joe Torre rang the
opening bell at the New York
Stock Exchange He appeared on
a balcony with NYSE chairman
Richard Grasso to ring the bell
for the 9:30 am. start of trading.
Torre then waved and gave the
thumbs-up sign amid cheers and
a flurry of baseballs and caps.

Ed Balky/The AlMciatrd Praii
Yankees manager Joe Torre is Introduced to a jubilant crowd honoring the World Champions at City Hall in New York City. With Torre is
New York City mayor Rudolph Giuliani (left) and New York Governor
George Patakl.

Perrusburg Aquarium
Over 140 Tanks of Fish
20 Gal. Tank and Fluorescent Hood
29 Gal. Tank and Fluorescent Hood
55 Gal. Tank and Fluorescent Hood
Orrfy 15 Minutes from B.G.
420 Louisiana Ave.,
Perrysburg

(419)874-6504

-
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$39.00
$49.00
$99.00
0>
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5K or 1 mile
FUN RUN
THIS SATURDAY
Nov. 2 at 9:00 a.m.

The Bowl-N-Greenery
ALL YOU CAN EAT

PIZZA!
our pizza Buffet includes your favorite varieties of pizza,
complete soup & salad Bar, potato Bar and Beverages

,0 -»

~

All
For
Only

*5.8©

.V.'.V.W.W.W.V.V.V.VV.
Tnr^jnnnflMQonnnrJrinorjC'OOs

The Pheasant Room
All-You-Can-Eat

Spaghetti
your dinner includes all-you-can-eat spaghetti with our
very own special sauce, tossed salad, potato,
dinner rods, & Butter.

*4.95

Other sandwiches &
dinners always available

tfWW
Meat Card Accepted 4:30 ■ 7:00 pm
'Big Charge Accepted 11:30 am ■ l:30pm&4:30- 7:00pm

DOSU Rec Sports
1996 TURKEY TROT
Entry Fee: Two cans of food to
benefit local charity
Door Prizes will be awarded and a
grand prize winner will
take home a turkey

^VOLUNTEERS NEEDED*
For more info call 2-2711

i
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The BC; News
Classified

Ads
372-6977

»1A Spnng Break Panama City! Boardwalk
Beach Resort! Best Hole*. Location, Pncel 7
nights $l2Ul0eytona - Best location $139! Co
coa Beach Hilton $1691 spnngbreak travel com
T-BOO-678-6386

Pi Beta Phi * Pi Beta Phi * Pi Beta Phi
Congratulations to the sisters ol Pi Beta Phi on
w.nnmg the spirit award at Greek Olympiad,
also second place team ranking and spirit award at Tnke Races! Way to go Pi Phi's!

*1A Spnng Break Bahamas Party Crmssl 6
days $279i Includes all meals. Free parties
Taxes) Great Beaches & Nightlife) Prices Increase soon • Save S50I springbrsaktravel com 1-800 678-638C

Pi Phi" Pi Phi" Pi Phi '
The sisters of Pi Beta Pin would like to congratulate TIFFANY GOOD on being selected to
Order o' Omega. Great job Tiffany!!!!
Pi Phi" Pi Phi * Pi Phi*

-PHIMU'
Great Job on being named Sister of the Week
ANNE. YOU wens aw—omel
" PHI MU "
Congratulations Erin Goodsfca on your lava
lienng to Toledo's Kappa Delta Rho J.B. Kln-

CAMPUS EVENTS

RUGBY MENS RUGBY
Congrats on a GREAT season guys!
Wanbeck-you had a super season I'm so eicited for you! -Tan.
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
CALL 372-8086 NOW TO SCHEDULE
YOUR SITTING IN 28 WEST HALL.

SK or i mile Fun Run

A Cup ol Culture
Com* A join UB tor Irao macks A drinks.
Speaker lor sxJay-Gribert Kporvt from Togo
(weslem coast erf Arnca)
Tima: 3:30- 4:30 Wed. (10-30-98)
Plaoa: Oct-Campus Stuoarn Center
Organized A sponsored by World Student As
soc
CALL NOWM
Senior Pictures are Now Being Taken
Call 372 8066 to schedule
your sitting Pictures are being taken
daily 10am • 1 pm and 2pm ■ 6pm. The $6
lee can be charged through the bursar.
Portraits are taken al the yearbook
office. 28 West Hall

Criminal JusDce Organization Mlg
Guest Speakers: Student kiiern Panel
Wed.Oct 30.8 ISpm 11 7BA
Everyone Welcome!!
librae pizza A pop1'!
Fall 8 8all Tournament
Nov. 1A2
Campus Bowling A Billiards
Dfawing begins Fn. Nov. 1 & 330pm
Play resumes Sat. Nov 2 & 11am
*5 - Bursarable
Sign Up Oct 24-31
In the UAO OH ice. 330 Un.cn
Questions' Call the UAO into line @2-7i 64

Saturday, November 2 at 9:00am
Rec Sports First Annual Turkey Trot

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSIM Grants A
scholarships available from aponeorelll No
prepaymenta, everlll IMCeeh lor e©*leqeW. For Info: 1-800-243-2*35.
CALL NOW!
Senior Pictures are now being taken
Call 372 8086 to schedule
your sitting. Pictures are being taken
daily I0am-ipmand?pm-6pm The $6
sitting fee can be charge through
the bursar. Portraits are taken at the
yearbook office. 28 West Hall.

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Warm up with our pasta dinner •
•Spaghetti with meat belle'
"Spaghettf * Ravioli * Laaagna
and Sampler Platters
FREE DELIVERY - 352-9638
Dance Marathon
DMKickofT-Wed Oct. 30
from 9am • 5pm on the Steps
of the Education Building
Come find out how you can get involvedMDZ' Kappa &g 'DZ
The Delta Zeia tnke Races Team would like to
thank all four of our wonderful coaches for all
the encouragement A fun.
You guys are awesomell
DZ' Kappa S>g' DZ

HALLOWEEN BLAST
Come to the French House on Thursday
from 8-midnight for some Halloween
excitement Just $2.00 tar alt the tood
and tun you can handle!
HALLOWEEN BLAST
LAW SOCIETY
Dayton Law School
Oct. 30th. 8:00pm
Rm. 117BA

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS: HAVING
TROUBLE WITH FUNDRAISERS? Please
come to the workshop on Creative Fundraising
Techniques on Wednesday. November 6,
1996 at 7:00 pm in rne Alumni Room of the
University Union. Cathy Pratt, Alumni Development Officer for the College of Business
Administration will be the presenter. Don't miss
the opportunity to receive valuable information
on fundraising on campus. For more information or reservations, call the Office of Student
Life at 372-2643.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS DIRECTORIES
are available in the Office of Student Life.
These directories contain phone numbers, addresses and contact people for the registered
campus organizations You can get your copy
while supplies last m the Office of Student Life,
405 Saddlemire Student Services.
GET INVOLVED!

The Homecoming T-Shirt Order Is In!!!
You can pick them up m 330 university Union
(OSA) from October 23 - November i 6am
-5pm Call 2-2343 for questions

To Columbia Courts V36
We have to rendez- vous soon >

I miss you I
-The Panty Queen
Tonite Al Brewstersl
THE MIDNIGHT MARAUDERS
Interplanetary Discosmic Junk Jockeys
are hosting
REQUEST NK3HTIM

FREE CRAZY BREAD
Please help our local schools by saving your
General Mils BOX TOPS FOR EDUCATION
Local schools will receive funding tor each
BOX TOP collected. Examples. Tnx, Cheenos.
Wheaties ..Please place the box tops in envelopes tound across and off campus Thank
you1 From IPC 102.
PRACTICE ORE
NOV 23RD
OPENTOALLS10
GET APPLICATION IN PSYC RM 1390R 208
DUENOV.7TH
QUESTIONS' wnte csnyder@bgnet.bgsu.edu
DONT MISS OUT ON A GREAT CHANCE
TO PREPARE
Prairie Margins is Back
Warned Soon
Submit your literature A artwork
For info call Kelly 353-1383

at Linte Caesars
miti purchase of 1 large pizza
at regular pnee.
Call today-354-6500
We have FREE delivery
Limit of one order

ZBT'CHIO'ZBrCHlO
Thanks To our GREAT GREEK OLYMPIAD
Coaches Brett. Dan and Shawn. Chi O Love.
Knstie. Joan. Jonica. Megan. Tanny.Tenmelie

GAMERS
Thurs. Oct. 24th
WetT A BoierContest

'Eddy Talks'
Nationally known speaker
Dav-d Hell strom
introduces the audience to Eddy.
Eddy is a student who has been having
some difficulty with alcohol and wants
lo tell his side of the story.

Got The Bonng Green Bluet???
Let The
MIDNIGHT MARAUDERS
Interplanetary Disco Jockey Entertainment
tickle yer ears 11
Tonne at BREWSTERS

by real Life Productions
sponsored by SHARP in cooperation
with BACCHUS & BGSU Center .or
Weflness A Prevention
Wednesday, October 30 7:30pm
OlacampRm. 101 B

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MENS SIN
GLES RACQUETBALL - OCTOBER 30; COREC WALLY8ALL - NOVEMBER 5. ALL IN
TRIES DUE BY 4:00PM ON DUE DATE

SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
CALL 372 8086 NOW TO SCHEDULE
YOUR SITTING IN 28 WEST HALL

Need 2-4 persons lo take over lease on 2 bedroom apt. Through May. Call Heather or Carrie
354-7234.

The Homecoming T-Shlrt Order is in' i
You can pick »iem up in 330 University Union
(OSA) from October 23 - November 1 8am ■
15pm Call 2-2343 tor Questions.

1 non-smoking female sublease needed for
Spnng "97 2 bedroom apt. - own room.
> 158/mtt. • mil. Cat Shannon & 354-3003
Fall 8-Ball Tournament
Nov. 102
Campus Bowling and Billiards
Drawing begins Fri. Nov. 1 @ 330pm
Play resumes Sat. Nov. 2 @ 1 lam
$5 - Bursarable
Sign up Oct. 24 31
In the UAO Office. 330 Union
Questions' Call the UAO mfo line ©2-7164
Female subieaser needed for Spring 97. Own
room, shuttle lo and from campus.
S230/month plus elec Call Tracy or Amanda
at 353-4032
Subieaser needed ASAP. Own room m Ig.
house, Lg. yd. Close lo --ampus 354-7204 ask
for Jeff or leave message

#1 Awesome Trlpel Hundrede of Students
Are Earning Free Spring Break Tripe ft
Money! Sell 8 Tripe A Go Free! Bahamee
Cruise $279. Cancun A Jamaica $309, Panama
Clty/Daytona
$ 1 1 • I
www.aprlngbreaktrsvsl.com
,-•00-678-6 3M

Jen Meeker
Sister of the Week
Sigma Kappa' Sigma Kappa

DZ * ZBT ' DZ
The Greek Olympiad team ol Delta Zeta would
like to thank their awesome Coaches!!
DZ'ZBT'DZ

1 female sublease* needed for Spring 97 2
bedroom apt. own room 1 t/2 bath
$207 SO/mo * gas A elec. Betsy 354-6127

HELP WANTED

Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa
Congratulations!

PHIMU-PHIMU
Congrats to Megan Meyer for being accepted
into Order of Omega

WANTED

PHIMU PHIMU
Thanks to the Kappa Alpha's) for the Kissmg
Carnations to Phi Mu pledge class

i female subieaser needed for Spring "97
Fum., close lo campus. $i66Vmo. A uti
Call Marge at 353 4260

\

.

.

,

Wednesday, October 30, 1996

Subieaser needed immediately. 2 bdrm. apt.
$133.15 mo. plus uOl. Call Creoa 354-2161.

Sigma Kappa ' Sigma Kappa
Thanks for all your work on the
Code of Conduct II
Michelle DeWin
Sister of the Week
Slgms Kappa' Sigma Kappa

Participants and Volunteers can
sign up in SRC Mam Office 2-2711

■

News

1990BerettaGTZ
5 spd . sir. sunroof, power wmdowsnocks.
EKC—entcond $6,500 OBO Call 353 2292
1997 AMERICORPS POSITIONS: Three full
ome positions with Wood Lane m Supported
Living, the Community Friend Volunteer Program and Recreation. Stipend ol $7,945, education award of $4,725. health insurance and
child care with certified providers for one year
of service starting 1/97. Must be interested in
interacting with and coordinating programs for
people who have developmental disabilities,
be 18 years of age or older, a US citizen or
legal resident, have a h.s diploma or equivalent. Application deadline November 13. For
position descriptions and information on applying, contact Janet Fouts. WC Board of
MR/DP. 3S2-5115.E.OE.
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble
products at home. Info i -504-646-1700 OEPT
OH^2SS
EARN $600 or more weekly stuffing envelopes
at home. Send long SASE to. Country Livmg
Shoppers, Dept. Ul, PO Box 1779, Denham
Spnngs, LA 70727.
Eat al National Food Restaurants lor Free'
Part-time people needed to evaluate restaurants A food in your local area. $10 per hour.
Call (810)963-4680
Full Time/Part Time flexible schedule. Easy
work, no experience. Earn $300-$600 wkly at
home guaranteed. Call 7 days (407) 675-2022
Exl.0561 H44
Help wanted E xotic dancers A wait staff. Great
pay A fun environment Call or apply in person
asap 5801 Telegraph Rd. (4ig) 476-6644

Kiammgo Cabaret.
NATIONAL PARKS
HIRING
Postons are now available at
National Parks, Forests A
Wildlife Preserves
Excellent benefits A bonuses'
Call: 1 -206-971 3620 ext N55447

NOW IS THE TIME TO CALL LEISURE
TOURS AND GET FREE INFORMATION FOR
SPRING BREAK PACKAGES TO SOUTH
PADRE, CANCUN. JAMAICA, AND FLORIDA
REPS NEEDED TRAVEL FREE AND EARN
COMMISSIONS 800-838-8203

Now hiring watt/esses A kitchen help. The
China Place in Perrysburg 4,98720020

Panasonic 6 CD. remote, car player. $300
Guitar $135. Game Boy $40 353-8 W2. Pave
Queen Size Waterbed
Excellent cond. (2 yrs old)
$100
354 8259 ask for Jelf

SECURITY
$$$OPPORTUNlTIES$$$
Former Military, and Students Welcome!
We have several quality good paying poeltlone available, some with the opportunity
of supervising. Thaae posit tone are available due lo our rapid growth end acquisitions of new accounts. In the Bowling
Green Toledo Area Come and work tor the
f1 company In the security business! Ws
offer Ihs following:
Flexible scheduling.
Above Avenge wages.
Uniforms.
Medical Benefits.
Denial, Vision, end Llfs Insursncs
Stock Purchase
Medical, family, and matsmfty leave
Referral bonus program
Paid training and educational programs.
You must have: Clean Criminal Record.
paaa drug screening, telephone end valid
drivers license, references, good work habits. Please call 537-9360 or 1 -800-382-9132
or apply Ml person between 8am and 4pm
Mon.-Fri.al
The Wsstgale Building
3450 West Csntral Ave.
Suhe«254
Toledo, OH 43606-1401
tax rssumes lo 537-0239
SORTER OPERATOR
FT and PT 2nd Shift and PT 3rd Shift, Mon b Fn . occasional Saturdays. Sorter Operators
in our Computer Room. Mainframe experience
beneficial. PC and/or CRT experience required.
Interested applicants should apply m person.
Md Am values a diverse workforce and is m
principle as well as practice, an Equal Opporluniiy Employer.

FOR SALE

FOR RENT
1 bdrm. efficiency. Close to campus.
For sublease in Spring. $265/mo.
Call 353-0184
1 BEDROOM APT AVAILABLE SPRING SE
MESTER 1907 ACROSS THE STREET
FROM CAMPUS GREAT CONDITION AND
QUIET NEIGHBORS CALL 352 5827
1 female subieaser needed for Spnng 97 Call
Lisa at 352 5759
1 or 2 female subteasers needed for Spring
1997. Own room. $l93/mo. A util. Call
352-5480. ask for Amy or rvVcheiie
2 and 3 bdrm. houses lor rent
Call Preferred Properties at

352 9378
2 bdrm apt. for rent - Spring ol 97 Close to
campus Gas included call 354-1235.
BORN AGAIN CHRISTIAN MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING SEMESTER. 2
BDRM APT. VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
$130 PER MO PLUS ELEC 353 2150
FOR RENT
Subieaser needed immediately or for Spnng
Semester. $180 per month . electric Greg
352 2529
Large 2 bdrm. apts. lor rent
Call Preferred Properties at
352 9378
One bedroom furnished or unfurnished apt
East Evors $375.'mo. 419-669-3036
Roommate Needed ASAP
352-9190

'86 Honda Accord. Good condition.
Loaded. $3,000 o.b.o.
Call 354-2611
•87MAZADA626LX
4-door. 5-speed, Radio/cassette Power everything. Great condition, 105.000 miles. Asking
for $2.999;OBO Call 353-4345 or leave message^
1984 Chevette 42K miles runs wells, need to
sell asap cheap" 353 8240

SUB-LEASE • NOW to August Current tenant
employed out of state. You pay $325 for beautiful, quiet upstairs apt. i or 2 bedrooms. Perfect
for grad. student or couple. Great space Low
uQIs Quiet Street. Front porch. Off-street parking. Suchadeal. 354 1633.
Wanted roommates to fill houses A apts
Very Close To Campus
Call 353 0325

88 Subaru - 5 spd, 4 wheel drive, air, sunroof.
power everything, great cond. $2500 - Call
352-9081.

COUPON

aT $R751

Bundy II Allo Saxophone. 4yrs. old. exc. condition. , case and access included.
Call 352-8961 after 6pm

Item

Cable DeecramWer Kit, $14 95
See ALL the channels
1-800-752 1389

\J cKS.

Add Breadslicks For Only sT|
Over 3 Million Pizzas Sold
I Coupon ^»—>.
Eipites f
^\
11rV96y
\

COOL DEALS" Stay warm
wool sweaters $40, hats $8, gloves $5
Only at Imagine 134 E. Court Si
FOR SALE
Acoustic/electric guitar, 100 wan Marshall
head and other misc. gear. Call for prices
Greg 352-2529

Needed Caricature an)st(s) Call Jason at
(419)536-9564 Christmas season employ
mentwithin2 malls and the zoo.

METAL OFFICE DESK 28X58 $25 OCTO
GON TABLE 4 CHAIRS, $25 WALNUT HALL
TREE $35 354-2096

For Sale: Power Book 165. 12/160/14.4 includes carrying case $710. Call Paul
3537285

G0O0A1AII
Psruooauio
locations

I'

eass»«fa»^i

203 N. Main, B.G.

FREE DELIVERY

For alterations, general
354-1008

sewing, etc

Call

Pregnant'
Free pregnancy tests Confidential and caring
354 4673 BG Pregnancy center.

New New New Ns)w Now New
1 S 2 bedrooms available al
our Hillsdala Apts. very spacious,
a/e, w/d hookups in the 2
bedroom and carports, starts at

FORD TEMP 90. EFI. power locks, cruiso.
stereo radio cass, 4 door, no rust. Auto. A/C
$2500 call 352-5595

Prefer responsible female babysitter m my
home. 7.30em-4pm. M-R-F for 3 children ages
1. 4 A 5. References required Call 353-6066
between 9-3pm.

350/mo + util.
353-5800

Will do typing
Call Nancy
353-4531

Management line

PERSONALS
• 1A Cancun & Jamaica Soring Break Specials1
7 nights air A note* 'rom $399' Prices increase
soon • Save $50' Save $150 on lood. dnnks. &
free parties1 111% lowest pnee guarantee1
spnngbreaklravet.com 1 800-678 6386

(419) 353-5800
Stop by 1045 N. Main for a
complete listing for 1997-1998.
or
httpy/www wcnet.org/-mecca/

MUM inn •>r«om« opportunity to join
Amcr n-*'i • 1 sMakbouM lean.
Al Otitbftck, a d.nn.r only, AyMM-ihcmod
rMiurauni. *•• ara aaekirtg energuaal
individual*, for blf fun and full-umr
iniployMni. Wa also offer fraat banafiu and
aa Eaiployaa Stock Cpuon Plan.
The 0»iWk Suak Hoaa* will opes toon m

Don't

a SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
.PANAMA CITY BEACH

401 W. Dusscl Rd.
Itlaumcc, Oil 43537
Mon-Frl 10-6
Sat 10-3

UA.I.UU
M»

in i is. JUSTnicirr.

THE

$20.00

A 1^9

1x3

AWI

$15.00

SPECIAL DISPLAY
PERSONALS
Show your friends, roommates & classmates how
special they are. Wish them a Happy Birthday,
Happy Anniversary, or just to have a great day!
Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad!
Or Call 372-6977 for more information.
IT'S BURSARABLE!
Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4:00
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Thanks for all
of your help
with
The Thing.
'A You're the best!
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2x2
with picture
(provided by you!)
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NEVER WORK
LMA6AIN!

Management Inc.

I

IpftP**'

SERVICES OFFERED
Anxious about speaking In public or In Ihs
classroom? Brief workshops oflered frM
through me Psych Services Center Call
372-2540 to sign up.

|

TEAM
PLAYERS
WANTED
Join the pros at The
BG News- BGSU's
daily newspaper!
Student Pulications is
now accepting
applications for
Spring '97
Production Assistants.
See details and requirements
at Student Employment.
3I5A Student Services Bldg.
SS^ or call 372-2952
>>Jk for an interview.

